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Abstract
Conditional Random Fields for Noisy Text Normalisation
Dirko Coetsee
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Thesis: MScEng (E & E)
December 2014
The increasing popularity of microblogging services such as Twitter means
that more and more unstructured data is available for analysis. The informal
language usage in these media presents a problem for traditional text mining
and natural language processing tools. We develop a pre-processor to normalise
this noisy text so that useful information can be extracted with standard tools.
A system consisting of a tokeniser, out-of-vocabulary token identifier, cor-
rect candidate generator, and N-gram language model is proposed. We com-
pare the performance of generative and discriminative probabilistic models for
these different modules. The effect of normalising the training and testing
data on the performance of a tweet sentiment classifier is investigated.
A linear-chain conditional random field, which is a discriminative model,
is found to work better than its generative counterpart for the tokenisation
module, achieving a 0.76% character error rate compared to 1.41% for the
finite state automaton. For the candidate generation module, however, the
generative weighted finite state transducer works better, getting the correct
clean version of a word right 36% of the time on the first guess, while the dis-
criminatively trained hidden alignment conditional random field only achieves
6%. The use of a normaliser as a pre-processing step does not significantly
affect the performance of the sentiment classifier.
ii
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Uittreksel
Voorwaardelike Toevalsvelde vir die Normalisering van
Teks met Ruis
(“Conditional Random Fields for Noisy Text Normalisation”)
Dirko Coetsee
Departement Elektriese en Elektroniese Ingenieurswese,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Tesis: MScIng (E & E)
Desember 2014
Mikro-webjoernale soos Twitter word al hoe meer gewild, en die hoeveelheid
ongestruktureerde data wat beskikbaar is vir analise groei daarom soos nooit
tevore nie. Die informele taalgebruik in hierdie media maak dit egter moeilik
om tradisionele tegnieke en bestaande dataverwerkingsgereedskap toe te pas.
’n Stelsel wat hierdie ruiserige teks normaliseer word ontwikkel sodat bestaande
pakkette gebruik kan word om die teks verder te verwerk.
Die stelsel bestaan uit ’n module wat die teks in woordeenhede opdeel, ’n
module wat woorde identifiseer wat gekorrigeer moet word, ’n module wat dan
kandidaat korreksies voorstel, en ’n module wat ’n taalmodel toepas om die
mees waarskynlike skoon teks te vind. Die verrigting van diskriminatiewe
en generatiewe modelle vir ’n paar van hierdie modules word vergelyk en
die invloed wat so ’n normaliseerder op die akkuraatheid van ’n sentiment-
klassifiseerder het word ondersoek.
Ons bevind dat ’n lineêre-ketting voorwaardelike toevalsveld — ’n diskrimi-
natiewe model — beter werk as sy generatiewe eweknie vir tekssegmentering.
Die voorwaardelike toevalsveld-model behaal ’n karakterfoutkoers van 0.76%,
terwyl die toestandsmasjien-model 1.41% behaal. Die toestantsmasjien-model
iii
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werk weer beter om kandidaat woorde te genereer as die verskuilde belynings-
model wat ons geïmplementeer het. Die toestandsmasjien kry 36% van die tyd
die regte weergawe van ’n woord met die eerste raaiskoot, terwyl die diskri-
minatiewe model dit slegs 6% van die tyd kan doen. Laastens het ons bevind
dat die vooraf normalisering van Twitter boodskappe nie ’n beduidende effek
op die akkuraatheid van ’n sentiment klassifiseerder het nie.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The internet has opened up amazing linguistic research possibilities [16]. Com-
puter-mediated communications (CMCs) such as weblogs, chat, email, SMS,
and recently microblogs such as Twitter (www.twitter.com) are a rich source
of data. Language change has happened in a short period in this medium.
Crystal describes the surface language changes produced by CMC as less im-
portant and pronounced than the other characteristics such as the hypertex-
tuality, dynamisms, and simultaneous nature of CMC in a seminal paper on
internet linguistics [16].
The surface changes have nevertheless attracted interest [61, 62, 18, 11].
The emerging field of noisy text analytics investigates these surface changes.
1.1 Motivation
Denoising, or normalisation, is the recovery of the standard surface form of a
text given a noisy version of the text. For example, a denoising system receives
the following (actual) tweet (Twitter messages are usually called “tweets”):
i shudnt of eaten that sushi so fats, i feel sick.
A reasonable normalised version is:
I shouldn’t have eaten that sushi so fast, I feel sick.
Changing “shudnt” to “shouldn’t” is called lexical normalisation, or spelling
correction. We will concentrate on this type of normalisation. It is of course
possible to expand “shouldn’t” further to “should not”. It is an open question
1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
whether this is better. Capitalisation is a separate task that we do not consider.
Changing “of” to “have” is grammar correction, which is related to the problem
of normalising “fats”. Both these examples start with words that are already
correctly spelled dictionary words. Correcting these in-vocabulary tokens is a
difficult task that we also do not concentrate on.
Noise in text presents problems for humans and computers. A denoising
system is found to help human subjects understand tweets [12].
We concentrate on the benefits that such a denoising system can bring to
the automatic processing of noisy text. Such a system forms part of a larger
text processing system as a preprocessing module.
One possible application is the normalisation of SMSs before they are given
to a text-to-speech module for visually impaired persons [11]. There is also
interest in mining microtext such as tweets for sentiment information that
would be valuable to market researchers [50].
Information retrieval can also benefit from a normalisations system. In
a study on the effect of noise on information retrieval and text classification,
Agarwal et al. find that although text classifiers are surprisingly robust against
noise, the performance degradation is sensitive to the number of features in
the classifier [1]. This means that small and fast classifiers should benefit the
most from such a normalisation system. They also find that classifiers that are
trained and tested on noisy text fare worse than those that are trained on clean
text and then tested on noisy text. This suggests that normalisation should
also be useful during the training of the other components of text processing
systems.
We concentrate on the normalisation of tweets because of recent interest
in microblogging and the availability of data.
Spelling correction and text normalisation are traditionally tackled with
generative models. The use of discriminative models has not been explored
fully and therefore the current study tries to contribute in this direction.
1.2 Background
In a survey on the types of noise in text and ways to handle them, Subra-
maniam et al. identify noisy text by the high incidence of misspellings and
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) tokens [59]. According to the survey, noise occurs
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in informal text such as SMSs and tweets, transcripts produced by automatic
speech recognition (ASR) or optical character recognition (OCR) systems, or
in the output of statistical machine translation (SMT) systems. The text that
we are interested in, namely informal microblogging text, differ from ASR,
OCR, and SMT noise in that most of the noise is intentional [28].
Gouws et al. investigate different types of these intentional lexical variants
in tweets. The following transformations (with examples) account for more
than 90% of noise in their tweet dataset [25]:
1. Truncation of words to a single letter (“and” becomes “n”).
2. Truncation to only the suffix (“of” becomes “f”).
3. Dropping of vowels (“tomorrow” becomes “tmrrw”).
4. Truncation to prefix (“tomorrow” becomes “tom”).
5. “You” changing to “u”.
6. Dropping of the last character (“making” becomes “makin”).
7. Repetition of letters (“so” becomes “soooooooo”).
8. Contractions (“you will” becomes “you’ll”).
9. “th” changing to “d” (“the” becomes “de”).
It is difficult to decide what the “standard” surface form of an utterance
or text is, and therefore we take the position that standard English is defined
by the corpora that is used to train natural language processing tools. These
corpora include the Brown corpus and Penn tree bank [45, 22].
1.3 Objectives
We have the following broad objectives with this study:
• To study probabilistic graphical models with the emphasis on conditional
random fields (CRFs) with the goal of applying these models to text
normalisation.
• To implement a discriminative probabilistic text normalisation system.
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• To compare the discriminative model with generative probabilistic mod-
els for text normalisation.
• To investigate the effect of a text normalisation preprocessing module on
the performance of another text-analysis task.
1.4 Contributions
The contributions of the thesis towards the above-mentioned goals are:
• A linear chain CRF is trained as a tokeniser for tweets. To our knowledge
this is the first application of the model to this problem. A training
dataset of 1488 tweets is annotated for this task. The CRF achieves a
test-set error of 0.76%, which is half the error rate of the generative finite
state acceptor we tested. See Sections 6.2 and 7.1.1.
• For the hidden alignment CRF (HACRF), dynamic programming equa-
tions for inference is derived from the general graphical model equations
in Section 4.6.2. See Section 6.4.3 where the implementation of a HACRF
is discussed.
• The direct optimisation of the HACRF model is shown to be effective.
The model has previously only been trained with the EM algorithm. See
Section 6.4.3.3.
• The HACRF model is applied as an edit distance for spelling correction.
The model has previously been applied to database normalisation but
not as a distance measure for spelling correction. See Section 7.1.2.2.
• Different weighted finite state transducer models are implemented and
their performance as edit distances is compared to that of the HACRF.
See Section 6.4.2 for the models and Section 7.1.2.3 for the comparison.
• The HACRF achieves a first-best guess rate of 6.33% and gets test words
right 39.24% of the time with 20 tries. This is much worse than the finite
state transducer baseline we used which achieved 36.46% and 71.65% for
one and 20 tries respectively. See Section 7.1.2.3 for the final results.
• To evaluate the different systems, a parallel dataset of 2482 tweets is
produced and corrected by hand. See Section 7.2.
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• The system achieves a word error rate of 0.0770, compared to the baseline
dictionary-based normaliser that gets a word error rate of 0.0660. See
Section 7.3.
• The performance of a sentiment classification hidden CRF (HCRF) is
evaluated on noisy and cleaned text, and the HCRF as we used it is
found to have no advantage over a logistic regression classifier. The
normalisation of the text before training and testing does not have a
significant effect on classification performance. See Section 7.4.
1.5 Overview of the thesis
The thesis is organised into four theoretical chapters followed by three chapters
that describe the contributions and results of the study.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to probabilistic modelling with graphical
models. Probabilistic graphical models form the framework in which the other
models are cast. We are interested in probabilistic models because they present
a principled way to take uncertainty into account. Probabilistic graphical
models represent the factorisation of probability distributions graphically. For





can be represented by the graph in Figure 1.1. A to E are random variables,
ψ1 to ψ3 are the factors in the distribution, and Z is the normalising constant
necessary to make the right-hand side sum to one. There are connections
between the nodes that represent random variables that appear together in a
factor.




















which can be calculated more efficiently than the summation which does not
make use of the factorisation. The graph representation of the factorisation is
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Figure 1.1: A probabilistic graphical model that represents the proba-












Figure 1.2: An example of a WFST that transforms “tonight” into “tnight”,
“tonight”, “tnite”, “tonite”, “tnyt”, “tonyt”, “2night”, “2nite”, or “2nyt” with dif-
ferent probabilities.
useful for finding and applying similarly efficient algorithms. When designing
a probability model, it is also useful to visualise the probability distribution
because of a fundamental correspondence between the factorisation of a dis-
tribution and its conditional independence properties.
In this framework, Weighted finite state transducers (WFSTs), which we
introduce in Chapter 3, are represented with chain graphs. Many of the state-
of-the-art text-normalisation systems are implemented with weighted finite
state transducers. WFSTs graphically represent the allowable transitions and
allowable outputs of state machines that output two symbols on each tran-
sition from one state to another. An example of a WFST that “transduces”
alternative spellings of “tonight” into the correct spelling is shown in Figure 1.2.
Each node represents a state. At discrete time steps, the state machine
can move from one state to another if there is an arc between the nodes. The
probability of following a certain edge is shown after the “/” symbol above the
edge. With every transition, two output symbols are also produced. Above
each edge is the source symbols, separated from the target symbols by a “:”.
The special symbol  denotes an edge which does not emit a character.
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Figure 1.3: An example of a CRF. The shaded nodes A, B, C, and D
represent random variables that are always observed. This CRF repre-
sents the conditional distribution that factorises as p(F,G|A,B,C,D) =
1
Z
ψ1(F |A)ψ2(F |B)ψ3(F |C)ψ4(F,G)ψ5(G|D).
The main focus of this investigation, namely conditional random fields
(CRFs), is introduced in Chapter 4. These models can be represented by
probabilistic graphical models. One of the most well-known special case, the
linear-chain CRF, is also a type of weighted finite state transducer. CRFs can
be represented by conditional graphical models, which means that instead of
having a graph that represents a joint distribution p(X), we directly model the
distribution p(Y|X). Here, Y is the set of unknown random variables that we
would like our model to predict, while X is the set of variables whose values
we know because we can observe them directly. In Figure 1.3, an example of
a CRF is shown.
Before a model is trained, the values that the factors ψi give for different
configurations of the random variables are unknown. Training adjusts param-
eters that influence these values so that the model gives higher probabilities
to the training examples.
There are a few specific CRF models that we are interested in. Logistic
regression (See Section 4.3) is the simplest and consists of one unobserved
node and any number of observed nodes. It is useful in classification problems
where the unobserved node represents a random variable that can take on one
of a number of classes.
Linear-chain CRFs (See Section 4.4) have many unknown variables that
form a chain. Attached to each unobserved node is any number of observed
nodes. These models are used to label a sequence of input variables. Each in-
put variable is labelled as belonging to one of a discrete number of classes, and
the probability of the label of the previous and next element in the sequence
influences the probability of the label of the current element.
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Figure 1.4: The hidden alignment CRF. The hidden variables z1 . . . zT re-
present edit operations on the two input sequences x(1) and x(2).
Hidden CRFs (HCRFs) (See Section 4.5) are used to classify a whole se-
quence as belonging to one of a number of classes. They add some latent
structure so that the order of observed variables makes a difference to the final
classification.
Hidden alignment CRFs (HACRFs) (See Section 4.6) classify two input
sequences into one of a number of classes. We use it to classify input sequence-
pairs as either matching or non-matching. So we would want it to classify the
pair (“wrk”, “work”) as a match, and the pair (“wrk”, “cheese”) as a mismatch.
A latent sequence of edit operations is used to align the two sequences, and
this sequence of edit operations describes the way that the probability density
function factorises as is illustrated in Figure 1.4. For the input strings “wrct”
and “work”, one possible sequence of edit operations to change the first string
into the second string would be: match “w”s, insert “o”, match “r”s, substitute
“c” with “k”, delete “t”. y is the output label and for our purposes can be
either “match” or “mismatch”. The probability of a match or mismatch given
all possible such alignments is then calculated.
In Chapter 5, the literature on noisy text normalisation is introduced in the
light of the models that are described in the previous chapters. Many systems
can be described in terms of the noisy channel model. In the context of text
normalisation, this model supposes that there is some clean intended stream of
text y that is sent over an imperfect channel where the message is corrupted.
The noisy output x is then what we can observe. Bayes’ rule, along with a
model of the intended text p(y) and a channel model P (x|y) is used to try
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and reconstruct the “original” message given the observed message. So,
arg max
y
p(y|x) = arg max
y
p(x|y)p(y). (1.5.4)
One of the noisy channel model’s advantages is that it breaks the normalisation
problem into a token-level module p(x|y) and a message level module p(y).
Many of the state-of-the-art normalising systems use WFSTs to implement a
noisy channel model that is trained on data.
With consideration to the literature, a design for a text normalisation sys-
tem that incorporates discriminative modules is presented in Chapter 6. The
modules are arranged in a pipeline, so the output of one module is the input of
the next. This pipeline can also be described as a graphical model. Graphical
models require that the messages between the modules must be of the form of
(possibly unnormalised) distributions. The modules that are implemented are
listed below:
1. A tokeniser is necessary to break the input text into tokens that cor-
respond to punctuation, words, and so forth. A weighted finite state
acceptor and linear-chain CRF are trained for this task.
2. A module is necessary to classify each input token as either needing
correction or as already correct. We use logistic regression as the OOV
classifier.
3. For the tokens that must be corrected, candidate corrections are gener-
ated. We use a distance measure between strings to find words in the
lexicon that are “near” the incorrect word. Two such distance measures
are implemented:
a) The probability that a WFST gives for one of the strings to be
transduced to the other string.
b) The probability that the two strings form a matching pair according
to the HACRF model.
4. An N-gram language model is used to model word context so that am-
biguous tokens can be corrected.
The module and end-to-end results of the system are presented in Chap-
ter 7. The different modules are first tested individually. It is found that the
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Total labels FSA1 FSA2 CRF1 CRF2
Test errors 8270 117 147 72 63
Test error % 1.415 1.778 0.8706 0.7618
Table 1.1: The character error rates of two FSA tokenisers and CRF tokenisers
with different feature sets. FSA1 is a simpler finite state machine than FSA2.
CRF1 is comparable to FSA2 in that only the current character is used as a
feature. CRF2 uses different features of the current character. The CRF with
additional features has the lowest error rate.
Classification (F1-score) Generation
Train Test 1-best 3-best 20-best 100-best
WFST 0.440 0.426 0.3646 0.5089 0.7165 0.8051
HACRF 0.814 0.713 0.0633 0.1519 0.3924 0.6709
Table 1.2: The classification and candidate generation performance of the
two models used to generate candidate corrections. The HACRF is a better
classifier but the WFST produce more usable candidate lists.
CRF tokeniser works better than a comparable WFSA tokeniser. The CRF,
however, can use features that the WFSAs cannot use and the performance is
then even better. Table 1.1 summarises the results of the tokenisation experi-
ment.
The simple logistic regression OOV-classifier we used achieves an accuracy
of 73.97% on the test data.
The candidate generation module is evaluated. For the task of classifying
word-pairs as matches or mismatches, HACRFs do much better than the WF-
STs. For scoring and ranking token-candidate pairs, however, the WFSTs give
better results as can be seen in Table 1.2. The WFST produces the correct
version of a given noisy token 36% of the time on the first guess, while the
HACRF only manages 6%.
The different modules are arranged into a pipeline and the end-to-end per-
formance is evaluated. Two datasets are used to evaluate the system’s perfor-
mance. TweetsUnAligned is a parallel collection of about 2500 tweets,
while TweetsAligned is a word-aligned parallel collection of about 550
tweets.
It is found that the OOV-classification module is critical. Even the best
candidate generation models we tried, namely the WFSTs, introduce more
errors than they correct. With a better OOV classifier, WER would go down
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Table 1.3: The word error rates of the system for two different datasets.
TweetsUnAligned is evaluated without the oracle OOV-classifier while
TweetsAligned is evaluated with an oracle.
as is shown on the TweetsAligned test data in Table 1.3. The addition of
a language model is shown to have a positive effect on performance.
The dictionary-based normaliser we use as a baseline improves the word
error rate (WER) from 0.054 to 0.0528. The WFST models introduce more
errors than they correct. This situation is improved somewhat by the addition
of the OOV classification module. For the TweetsAligned dataset, we
evaluate what would happen with a perfect OOV classifier. With the oracle
OOV classifier, the dictionary normaliser still improves the WER the most.
Lastly, the normalisation system is used as a preprocessing step for a sen-
timent classifier, but it has negligible effect (See Section 7.4).
Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 8. Some of
the important conclusions are:
• having a pipeline architecture with individually trainable models is a
practical way to modularise a normalisation system,
• it is difficult to identify the tokens that should be corrected in tweets,
and the accuracy with which it can be done has a large influences on the
system’s performance,
• tokenisers can be trained from data, and the CRFs we tried worked better
than the more traditional WFSAs,
• it is feasable to train the HACRF model by directly optimising its like-
lihood,
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• the HACRF models are better than WFSTs at classifying word-pairs as
matching or non-matching, but without engineering the training data
the HACRFs are much worse at producing N-best lists,
• The use of an HCRF does not provide an advantage over logistic regres-
sion for the sentiment classification task when word-identities are used
as features, and
• the lexical normalisation of training and testing data before sentiment
classification is done does not improve the accuracy of an HCRF or
logistic regression classifier.
In the future we can look at the following:
• The system’s performance will be improved the most by working on the
OOV classifier, by using a much larger lexicon, or by using a better
open-vocabulary language model.
• A hybrid system that uses a dictionary for common misspellings and
a distance measure for the rest could capture the advantages of both
approaches.
• The HACRF model’s generation performance can possibly be improved
by experimenting with different training sets or by holding the matching
or non-matching potentials fast.
• The performance of the HCRF model can possibly be improved by in-
vestigating different parameter initialisation strategies.
• It would be interesting to compare the difference between the direct op-
timisation of the HACRF model and training it with the EM algorithm.
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Probabilistic graphical models
Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) provide a way of compactly represent-
ing probability distributions [35]. Many of the modelling assumptions in proba-
bilistic models are in the form of conditional independence assumptions. These
independence assumptions allow the distribution to be concisely and intuitively
represented with a graph. Joint probabilities can be represented with directed,
undirected, or a mixture of directed and undirected graphs. These representa-
tions can express different but largely overlapping sets of models. We consider
only undirected graphs.
In this chapter we introduce probabilistic modeling with graphical models.
We look at the representation of PGMs, how dynamic programming algorithms
lead to efficient querying of the models, and how the model parameters can be
learned from data. In later chapters the general theory given here is applied
to specific models.
2.1 Introduction
Probabilistic modeling has become popular in machine learning because proba-
bility theory is a useful formalism when dealing with uncertainty. It quantifies
uncertainty and defines rules with which one can reason under uncertainty.
A probabilistic model is therefore a way of encoding useful information
about some object or system along with the uncertainties associated with the
information. This “database” can later be queried when a specific piece of
information is required [35]. Typical queries one could make are for marginal
probabilities of some unknown variable given evidence, or for the probability of
13
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the model given data. Automatic classification is a typical machine learning
problem that can be tackled with a probabilistic model. To classify a data
point with a probabilistic model, one could query the model as to the marginal
probability over the classes given that data point, and then use decision theory
to select the most useful class [5]. Querying the model for the configuration
of variables with the highest probability is another way of doing classification
with probability models.
We will start off by only using discrete distributions as examples, as they
are more applicable to the content of the rest of the thesis. Almost all the
theory, however, is also applicable to continuous distributions if the relevant
changes are made such as replacing summations with integrals.
A question that arises when using probabilistic models on a computer is
what type of data structure to use to represent the model in memory [35].
When dealing with continuous models such as a Gaussian probability den-
sity function (PDF) or some other simple density function one could store
the parameter values µ and σ in memory. When a query for a marginal or
conditional probability is received by the computer, the stored parameter val-
ues along with some pre-programmed analytical formulas are used to find the
required marginal.
For discrete models, one could represent the model by having the joint
density of the random variables that one is interested in in memory. A table
lists the probability of every combination of values that the random variables
in the model can take. For a PDF with D discrete variables with a cardinality
of 2 each, one would require a table of size 2D. The marginal of a certain
variable can then be found by doing a summation over all the other variables’
entries in the table to find a new table representing the marginal distribution.
The conditional distribution given some piece of evidence is found as fol-
lows: The entries in the probability table where the evidence-variables takes on
the evidence-values are written to a new table that represents the conditional
distribution, and is then normalised.
For large dimension D the model can no longer fit into memory. Prob-
abilistic graphical models solve this problem by using conditional independence
information to store the distribution compactly.
PGMs are a useful marriage between probability theory and graph theory.
They provide a data structure for storing joint density functions, and also
some efficient algorithms for doing computations such as finding marginals,
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conditioning on evidence, or finding the configuration of variables with the
highest probability. Although PGMs provide a way to solve the problem of
representing a joint distribution efficiently in memory, they can be motivated
from a few other perspectives. For example, because they encode the condi-
tional independence assumptions of a distribution, they also give an intuitive
way to represent and design probabilistic models.
Many texts divide the introduction of PGMs into three topics: representa-
tion, inference, and learning [5, 35]. We follow the same structure. In the rest
of the chapter we provide an informal summary of some of the theory that is
covered in more detail in these texts.
2.2 Notation
Before continuing let us define the notation that we will use in the rest of the
report.
We represent column vectors with lower case bold letters, for example x,
and row vectors as the transpose of such column vectors. The transpose is
written with a superscript T, so that x = [x1, x2, . . . , xD]T for a D dimensional
column vector.






Random variables and random vectors are denoted by upper case letters,
for example A, B, and X. Some constants, like the dimension D of a vector,
the cardinality W of a hidden variable, or the number N of training examples
are also upper case letters. Sets are represented with upper case roman letters,
so A = {2, 5, 7}.
When writing probabilities, we use the common shorthand p(X = x) =
p(x) for when the random vector X takes on the value x.
The expected value of a function f(x) over a distribution p(x) is denoted
Ep(x)[f(x)].
If X = {X1, X2, . . . , XD} is a set of random variables, and C is a set of
natural numbers {a, b, . . . , c}, then we use XC as the set of random variables
that is indexed by the elements in C. p(X{1,4,6,7}) is therefore a short way of
writing p(X1, X4, X6, X7).
If Λ = {λ1,λ2, . . . ,λK} is a set of vectors, then we will refer to the jth
element in the ith vector as λi,j.
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We denote the difference between sets with “\”. So A\B is the set of all
elements in A that is not in B.
2.3 Representation
2.3.1 Undirected graphs
Definition 2.1. An undirected graph G is a pair G = (V,E), consisting of ver-
tices V = {V1, . . . , VD}, also called nodes, and edges E. Edges are connections
between pairs of nodes E = {Va—Vb, . . . , Vc—Vd} [35]. A clique in a graph is
a set of nodes that are all connected to each other. A maximal clique is a set
of nodes that forms a clique so that no other node in the graph can be added
to this clique without the set of nodes losing its clique status. The set of all
maximal cliques in a graph we denote as C to distinguish it from its elements.
We denote the set of neighbours of a node A as NG(A).
2.3.2 Markov Random Fields
Definition 2.2. An undirected PGM, also called a Markov network or Markov
random field (MRF), is a probability distribution p(X) that is defined on a
graph G so that each random variableXj ∈ X is assigned to a node (V1, X1) . . . (VD, XD).
Note that sometimes we will refer to the nodes by the names of the variables
to which they are tied. Furthermore, the probability distribution factorises







Here Z is the normalisation constant needed to make the right hand side of
the equation sum to one. It is also called the partition function. The factors
Ψi are called the clique potentials, or potential functions, and can take on any
non-negative values.





can be represented with the graph in Figure 2.1. Here each random variable
can take on either 0 or 1, and each potential is represented by a probability
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Figure 2.1: An MRF that represents the factorisation p(A,B,C,D,E) =
1
Z
Ψ1(A,B) Ψ2(B,E)Ψ3(C,D,E). The tables represent the potential functions
Ψi. Since each variable can only take on 0 or 1, the value a potential function
evaluates to can be found by a lookup in the table. White in the lookup table
represents 0 and black +∞.
table, giving two 2-dimensional tables and a 3-dimensional table. To find the
probability of a certain assignment for the random variables, say p(1, 0, 0, 1, 1),
we can write
p(1, 0, 0, 1, 1) =
1
Z
Ψ1(1, 0)Ψ2(0, 1)Ψ3(0, 1, 1). (2.3.3)
The three potentials can be read from the tables directly. The partition func-
tion is more difficult to calculate and we will return to the problem later.
2.3.3 Conditional independence and factorisation
equivalence
A fundamental result for graphical models is that the factorisation of a proba-
bility distribution is tied to the distribution’s conditional independence prop-
erties and is proved in [27]. An important consequence of this result is that
a graph that encodes a certain factorisation of a distribution also encodes its
conditional independence properties (for strictly positive distributions), and
conversely that a graph that represents a certain set of conditional indepen-
dence properties also gives the factorisation of the distribution.
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Let us first define conditional independence for probability distributions,
and the concept of separation for undirected graphs before showing the con-
nection.
Definition 2.3. A set of random variables A is said to be conditionally in-
dependent of another set of random variables B given a third set of random
variables E, written as
A⊥B|E, (2.3.4)
if gaining information about B does not change your information about A.
A⊥B|E ⇐⇒ P (A,B|E) = P (A|E)P (B|E) (2.3.5)
⇒P (A|B,E) = P (A|E) (2.3.6)
Nodes in an MRF that represent the “given” or observed variables E are
called observed nodes. In diagrams these nodes are usually grayed or darkened
to show that they are observed.
A path in an MRF is a series of nodes that are pairwise connected by edges.
An active path is a path containing no observed nodes.
Definition 2.4. A set of nodes in a graph is separated from another set of
nodes if there are no active paths between any of the nodes in the one set and
any of the nodes in the other set.
Separation can be visualised by imagining that the observed nodes are
removed. If there is no way to move along edges from one set of nodes to the
other set of nodes, then they are separated by the observed nodes.
Proposition 2.1. Hammersley-Clifford: If A⊥B|E, then in the MRF graph
the observed nodes E separate the nodes representing A and B. For the proof
see [27].
For example, in the MRF represented by the graph in Figure 2.2, B and A
are independent of C and D given E, or {A,B}⊥{C,D}|{E}. The fact that
E is observed “breaks” the graph into two disjointed graphs.
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C D
Figure 2.2: A graph with observed (shaded) nodes.
2.3.4 Log linear models
Up until now we have assumed that the potential functions are given as tables,
where the value of the function for a certain input can be read off directly.
Another useful way of parametrising the potential functions is to take the
exponent of a linear function of the random variables A and the parameters,
so that
Ψ(A) = exp{λTf(A)}. (2.3.7)
Here λ is a parameter vector of real numbers and f(·) is a vector of functions.
If the entire model is parameterised in this way it is called a log linear model.
We restrict ourselves to the case where the functions are indicator functions.
An indicator function fk is defined by
fk(A) =
1 AB = E0 otherwise, (2.3.8)















where each clique Ci has its own vector of parameters λi and indicator func-
tions fi.
Instead of writing the inside of the exponent as a vector dot product it is
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A B E
C D
Figure 2.3: Example of an MRF.
where K is the number of indicator functions.
Log-linear models provide a finer grained parameterisation than graphi-
cal models with potential tables. Parameters can be shared arbitrarily and
potentials can be specified with fewer parameters than cells, allowing an even
more compact representation of probability distributions. In text applications,
where the cardinality of variables are often large, this is useful [35, p. 125].
It has also been noted that parameter estimation is sensitive to the para-
metrisation that is used, and that with a log linear parametrisation the most
probable estimates for the parameters are equal to their means [43]. When a
discrete distribution is approximated with the Laplace approximation, the ap-
proximation is better with a log linear parametrisation because the parameters
can take on any value [43].
2.4 Inference
The process of finding marginals, computing probabilities, or finding the max-
imal configuration of variables in the model given evidence is called infer-
ence. There exists efficient dynamic programming algorithms to do inference
on graphical models. These algorithms often take the form of message passing
algorithms.
2.4.1 Variable elimination
To motivate and get an intuition of how these algorithms work let us first look
at an example of inference by variable elimination. Say we are interested in
the marginal probability of E of our example MRF repeated in Figure 2.3. We
have all the clique potentials but none of the marginals stored in the tables of
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A B E
C D
µA,B(B) → µB,E(E) →
µ{C,D},E(E)
↑
Figure 2.4: Example of the elimination algorithm yielding the messages
µA,B(B), µB,E(E), and µ{C,D},E(E).
























The problem has now broken up into three much smaller summations. First
A is summed out of the potential Ψ1(A,B), leaving a one-dimensional table
µA,B(B). That table is then multiplied with Ψ2(B,E) and B is summed out,
leaving µB,E(E). From the variables on the other side of the graph we sum C
and D out of Ψ3(C,D,E), leaving the one-dimensional potential table over E
namely µ{C,D},E(E). This table is then multiplied with the other table that is
also only a function of E, namely µB,E(E), and normalised. What remains is









We therefore get both the probability of E and the normalisation constant Z
from this process. This process can be visualised as the passing of messages
between groups of nodes in the graph as shown in Figure 2.4. Although we have
left out a number of details, such as how to decide the ordering of elimination,
this algorithm carries the essence of a number of sum product algorithms.
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A,B B,E C,D,E
Figure 2.5: Example of a clique tree.
2.4.2 Clique trees
One type of sum product algorithm is called the clique tree, or junction tree
algorithm. We will start by defining a new data structure called a cluster
graph. A cluster graph encodes the same information as an MRF but provides
a more convenient data structure for inference.
A cluster graph is an undirected graph where each node represents a set
of random variables. We are interested in cluster graphs that are trees, called
clique trees. Message passing algorithms are possible for non-tree cluster
graphs but then they are not exact.
MRFs can be converted to clique trees by creating a node for each set of
nodes that forms a clique in the original graph.
Definition 2.5. A junction tree is a clique tree that has the running intersec-
tion property. Having this property constrains the tree so that all the nodes
containing a certain random variable form a connected subtree.
MRFs can have more than one possible valid junction tree and it is an
NP-hard problem to find the best one. We will assume, however, that a good
enough junction tree can be found by inspection.
Our running example can be converted into the junction tree in Figure 2.5.
It is also useful to include nodes representing the separator sets of the cliques.
These are the sets of variables that two adjacent cliques share. The cliques
and their separators each have a potential associated with it. The potentials
associated with the separators are also the marginals of the variables in those
clusters. The example with the potentials added is repeated in Figure 2.6.
Here B and E are the separator variables, and ΦB and ΦE are their potentials.
2.4.3 Belief update algorithm
The junction tree message update algorithm sprouts from the following obser-
vation:
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Figure 2.7: Part of a clique tree. The belief update algorithm passes a message
from A to C.
Proposition 2.2. If neighbouring clusters have consistent marginals for the
variables that they share, and also if the running intersection property holds,
then the whole graph is consistent. So by doing local updates to make the
potentials locally consistent, all the marginals can be computed. The algorithm
and the proof are proposed in [39].
For a part of a general graph as shown in Figure 2.7, where A, B, and C
are sets of random variables, the update rules when making A consistent with


















Global consistency can be guaranteed if the order in which messages are passed
follows the message passing protocol, namely that a message can only be passed
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Figure 2.8: Part of a clique tree. The message passing algorithm passes a
message from C to D once C received message from all its other neighbours
(A1, A2, and A3).
from a node if a message has been received from all the other neighbouring
nodes.
2.4.4 Message passing algorithm
It is also possible to do the updates without storing the separator potentials.
In this message passing algorithm, the message µC,D from any potential C to







This means that the message that C sends to D is proportional to the prod-
uct of all the messages C received from its neighbours NG(C), except for the
message that D is still to send back to C. This product is multiplied with C’s
potential and all the variables not in D are marginalised out. Figure 2.8 shows
a part of a clique tree where C passes a message to one of its four neighbours.
This algorithm, which has its roots in [52] and is formulated in [57], differs
from the belief update algorithm in that potentials are never updated because
the messages carries all the information. We therefore have to add a separate
data structure for the messages.
We use the same message passing protocol for this algorithm as for the
belief update algorithm, namely that a cluster can only send a message to
another cluster if it has received messages from all the other neighbouring
clusters.
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Once there are messages in both directions along all the edges, we can com-
pute the probability of the variables represented by any node C by multiplying







Z can be found at any node by multiplying all the incoming messages and
















This procedure is familiar because it is exactly the computation of the elimina-
tion algorithm, except that now we can find all the marginals by running the
equivalent of the elimination algorithm twice, once towards some root node
and once away from it.
Although we will not make use of the fact, it is interesting to note that the
local message passing algorithm can be run even when the graph is not a tree.
Messages then propagate in cycles, and in practice often converge, although
not always. When they do converge, this loopy belief propagation scheme solves
an approximation to the marginals that is known to statistical physicists as
the Bethe approximation [53]. More recently, tree reweighed algorithms have
been developed that will always converge [65].
2.4.5 Maximum probability configuration
We now turn to the problem of finding the single set of random variable values
that gives the highest probability for a given distribution. This is in general
different from the problem of finding the value of each variable that maximises
the marginal of that variable.
Definition 2.6. The most probable explanation (MPE) or maximal configura-
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In fact, the same arguments apply to MPE as to variable elimination, and the
algorithms can be adapted by changing the sums to maximums [53]. The sum






When the forward pass is finished, we have found the single maximal configu-
ration of the root cluster but not of the others. The backwards messages now
become the propagation of this maximum backwards by substituting in the
previous maximal configurations.
If the cardinality of the variables is high, as is often the case in language
applications where a variable representing a word might take on one of more
than 10000 values, an approximate version of the max-product algorithm can
be used to speed up inference. A message µC,D(D) from C to D, is approxi-
mated by µ′C,D(D) where
µ′C,D(D) =
µC,D(D) if µC,D(D) > β0 otherwise. (2.4.18)
for some threshold β. This is called beam search and it has the consequence
that fewer multiplications have to be done between the potential and messages.
Alternatively, instead of a threshold, the b values of µC,D(D) with the highest
potentials can be used for some number b. Information is lost with this method.
The true maximal configuration can be lost in one message if the corresponding
value is too low. The number b is thus set to be as large as possible while
allowing the computation to proceed in a reasonable time.
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2.4.6 Semirings
The sum product and max product message passing algorithms are efficient
because they rely on a recursion that is allowed by the associative and dis-
tributive properties of multiplication, summation, and maximisation. The
abstraction of a semiring captures these properties and allows a more general
way of looking at the message passing algorithms [2].
Definition 2.7. A semiring (K,⊕,⊗, 0¯, 1¯) consists of a set K, a commutative
operation ⊕ with identity 0¯, and an associative operation ⊗ with identity 1¯.
So far we looked at the probability semiring (R,+, ·, 0, 1) on the set of real
numbers with the familiar additive and multiplying operators. The max prod-
uct algorithm is defined on the semiring (R,max, ·, 0, 1), where max replaces
summation.
Algorithms can be shared between sum product and max product because
summation and maximisation have similar properties.
For practical inference systems, numerical underflow is often a problem
because many small numbers are multiplied. We therefore want to do the
computations in the − log domain. The log semiring, (R+,⊕log,+,∞, 0), can
then be used. ⊕log(A) = log
∑
a∈A exp(a) and can be calculated so as to avoid
underflow by taking








So far we have assumed that the model and its parameters are known. In this
section we look at how the parameters can be learned from data.
2.5.1 Bayesian statistics
Learning can be seen as inference if we take the Bayesian statistical view
of parameters. In Bayesian statistics the parameters are themselves random
variables, each with its own distribution given the data.
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We are interested in the machine learning problem of classifying a new data
point x = [x1, x2, . . . , xD]
T into one of several classes y ∈ {1, . . . ,M} given a
set of training examples D = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN)}. In general, there can
be more than one output variable for every example, so for the nth example
yn = [yn,1, yn,2, . . . , yn,T ]
T and D = {(x1,y1), . . . , (xN ,yN)}. We assume that
the data points are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
To do the classification, we first want to find the probability over classes
p(y|x,D,Q), where Q encodes any previous knowledge about the world we
would want to use. We assume that the new data points are independent
of all the previous points and our previous knowledge Q if we are given a





Although in general one could consider many models and then sum over them
to find the distribution over y, we will often only evaluate with one model
to save computation. Working with only one model is the same as assuming
that the distribution over all models is very peaked at our chosen model H, so
p(H|D,Q) is approximately equal to one [44].
2.5.2 Parameter learning
We furthermore assume that the model H is parameterised by λ which de-
















Unfortunately, the integral over λ is often impossible to calculate analyti-
cally. There are approximate ways of solving the marginalisation problem, for
instance various sampling based methods, but we will again assume that the
parameter distribution is very peaked at its maximum. If we approximate the
posterior distribution of λ with a Dirac delta function, then
p(y|x,D,Q) ≈ p(y|x,λML), (2.5.5)
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where λML is the vector of most likely parameter values.
The problem now turn from a marginalisation problem to a maximisation
problem. We want to find











where Bayes’ rule is first used and then the fact that the training data are i.i.d.
Equation 2.5.4 is illustrated graphically in Figure 2.9. Here the common
case is shown where there is a hidden variable z present. Its counterparts in
the training examples, {z1, z2, . . . ,zN}, are never observed. If we apply the
message passing algorithm where we consider the node with unknown y as the
root of the tree, the marginal of y is












where the normalisation constant Z is again used. When the distribution
of λ is approximated by Dirac deltas, we again want to find the most likely
parameters as






p(xn,yn, zn|λ, H)p(λ|H). (2.5.10)
2.5.3 Optimisation
The marginalisation problem has been transformed to an optimisation problem
where the objective function is the probability of the parameters given the
training data and model. For the class of models that we are interested in,
Newton-Raphson optimisation techniques are found to be useful [56]. These
techniques require the first and second derivatives of the objective function,
and they iteratively find points closer to where the derivative of the objective
function is zero.
In practice, since





log p(D|λ, H)p(λ|H), (2.5.12)
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Figure 2.9: An MRF that represents the typical supervised learning situa-
tion. Each oval represents an MRF with dependencies between the label yi,
hidden variables zi, and input features xi of a training example. The training
examples are independent of the new point x with unknown label y given the
parameters.
and since the product over the training data now becomes the more easily
differentiable sum over the training data, the objective function is taken to be
the log posterior, also called the regularised log likelihood L




log p(D|λ, H) + log p(λ|H). (2.5.14)
To find the maximum, Newton-Raphson optimisation uses the iterative
update
λt+1 =λt − αH−1t ∇λt, (2.5.15)
where H is the Hessian matrix of second derivatives, ∇λ is the vector of first
derivatives, and α is the learning rate.
Practically the Newton-Raphson update as described above is not used
since the Hessian matrix becomes infeasibly large (its size is the number of
parameters squared), and since it is only guaranteed to find the optimum
if the search space is convex (See 4.2.3). For many problems of practical
interest the search space is non-convex and special checks have to be added to
ensure that the algorithm converges to a local optimum. An algorithm that
iteratively builds up an approximation to the Hessian, without ever holding
it in memory, and with the necessary checks that have become popular is the
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LM-BFGS algorithm [48]. We will not describe how it works here, but there
are implementations available and we assume that the algorithm can be used
once we have a way of calculating the log likelihood and its derivative.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced undirected PGMs. They present a way of visu-
alising dependencies in probability density functions, and also provide a data
structure to store these PDFs and efficient algorithms to find marginals and
maximal configurations of the random variables. PGMs provide a framework
in which we can develop probabilistic models to do classification.
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Weighted finite state machines
Where PGMs graphically represent arbitrary dependencies between random
variables in a probability density function, weighted finite state acceptors
(WFSAs) and weighted finite state transducers (WFSTs) are more fine-grained
graphical representations of associations between variables when the first order
Markov assumption is made. These types of “chain” dependencies, as seen in
Figure 3.1, are often used in language applications because language consists
of sequences of symbols [47].
Weighted finite state transducers and weighted finite state acceptors, or
weighted finite state machines (WFSMs) as we collectively call them, are de-
fined in the general case on a semiring, but we look only at the probability
semiring case.
3.1 Weighted finite state acceptors
Definition 3.1. According to [47], a WFSA is a tuple (Σ,Q, I,F,E, λ, ρ),
where: Σ is the input alphabet; Q is a finite set of states; I ⊆ Q is the set of
initial states; F ⊆ Q is the set of final states; E ⊆ Q× (Σ∪{})×R×Q is the
set of transitions, where  is a special symbol to denote a non-emitting edge.
A B C D · · · Z
Figure 3.1: A Markov chain. All variables to the right of an observed variable
are independent of all the variables to the left of that variable given that
variable. So A,B⊥D, . . . , Z|C.
32
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Figure 3.2: An example of a WFSA that represents a few URLs. The nodes
represent states and allowable transitions are represented with edges. Each
edge emits a symbol S with a probability P shown as S/P above the edge.
The starting state is labelled “start” and the ending states are drawn double.
λ is the initial weight and ρ is the final weight function. We take λ and ρ to
be always equal to one.
The other weights are probabilities so that all the weights on the edges
coming out of any state sums to one.
A path through a WFSA is a sequence of states that are connected by
edges. Every path emits a string which can be found by concatenating the
symbols on the edges. Every path is also associated with a probability that
can be found by multiplying all the weights on the edges. A WFSA therefore
can be used to assign a probability to a string by summing the probability of
all the paths through the WFSA that emits that string.
WFSAs are represented by directed graphs, where a node represents each
state, with directed edges representing transitions. The example WFSA shown
in Figure 3.2 represents different web URLs. The probability of the string
“www.a.com” is found by following the path q0q1q2q3 and multiplying the as-
sociated weights to find 0.7 · 0.9 · 0.00385 · 0.8 · 0.5 ≈ 0.001.
We use WFSAs to tokenize text. For the tokenisation problem, words,
URLs, white space and so forth are each represented with a state. See Sec-
tion 6.2 for details.
3.2 Weighted finite state transducers
Weighted finite state transducers are defined similarly to WFSAs. In addition
to the input alphabet they also have an output alphabet.
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Figure 3.3: An example of a WFST that transforms “tonight” into “tnight”,
“tonight”, “tnite”, “tonite”, “tnyt”, “tonyt”, “2night”, “2nite”, or “2nyt” with dif-
ferent probabilities. Above each edge is the source symbols, separated from the
target symbols by a “:”, followed by a “/” and the probability of that transition.
The special symbol  denotes that that edge does not emit a character.
Definition 3.2. A WFST is an eight tuple (Σ,Ω,Q, I,F,E, λ, ρ), where: Σ is
the input alphabet; Ω is the output alphabet; Q is a finite set of states; I ⊆ Q
is the set of initial states; F ⊆ Q is the set of final states; E ⊆ Q× (Σ∪{})×
(Σ ∪ {})×R×Q is the set of transitions. λ is the initial weight and ρ is the
final weight function. We take λ and ρ to be also always equal to one.
A path in a WFST produces two strings and a probability. The weights
are normalised so that the WFST gives the probability of the second string
given the first string and the transducer.
For example, given Hw, the WFST in Figure 3.3, the probability
p(2nyt|tonight, Hw) = 0.3 · 0.1 = 0.03.
A number of operations are possible with transducers. An important op-
eration that we will see again when we look at the noisy channel model (See
Section 5.2.6), is tranducer composition, which we describe briefly and infor-
mally: When two transducers w and s are composed, written g = w ◦ s, a new
transducer g is formed. For a certain input string, this transducer outputs the
string that would be output if the input string is first transduced by w, and
its output then given to s as input. The probability of the output string that
is produced when the string has moved through the whole “pipeline” is the
probability that w would have given for the first transduction multiplied by
the probability that s would give for the second stage. We will, however, use
WFSTs only to assign probabilities to string pairs.
The weights of WFSTs can be trained with expectation maximization type
algorithms [19] when input and output string pairs are give as training exam-
ples. When training a WFST, the likelihood of the training pairs are iteratively
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Figure 3.4: An example of the notation. On the left hand side is a complete
FST, and on the right is a simplified representation of the same FST. In the
shortened version on the right, Ω = {a, b, c} and the arc that “emits” the set
{}×Ω = {(, a), (, b), (, c)} is expanded so that there is an arc for each pair
in the set, where a pair represents the input and output symbols.
maximised by updating the weights on the edges of the model. We will not go
into details, but optimised software packages are available [26].
3.3 Notation
Some of the finite state models we discuss have thousands of arcs, so to re-
present them in this thesis we use a shorthand where similar arcs are grouped
together and the set of their emission symbols is represented with a single
character as can be seen in Figure 3.4. Each of these arcs also has a different
emission weight unless specified otherwise.
3.4 Connection with linear chain models
When weighted finite state automata and transducers are interpreted as prob-
abilistic graphical models, they form Markov chains as seen in Figure 3.1.
Each element of a path through a WFSA or WFST is a random variable that
is only dependent on the previous state and the current position in the input
and output strings.
We can adapt the message passing algorithm to do inference in WFSA and
WFSTs, and this variant of the algorithm is referred to as the forward-backward
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algorithm. The max product algorithm is also known as the Viterbi algorithm
in this setting.
Although we have shown the case where the probabilities are locally nor-
malised (all outgoing edges’ weights sum to one), we can also have globally
normalised state machines [19]. We discuss them further in Chapter 4.
3.5 Conclusion
WFSAs and WFSTs provide graphical representations of probability distribu-
tions for which the Markov assumption is made. This assumption is useful
in many language applications. Although these models are traditionally only
locally normalised, they can also be globally normalised. We look at this case
in Chapter 4.
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Conditional random fields
In Chapter 2, PGMs and MRFs are introduced. Here we look at a specific type
of undirected graphical model. Conditional random fields (CRFs) are used
for classification and directly model the conditional probability of the label
given observations. They have been successfully applied to natural language
problems, such as tagging words in a sentence with their parts of speech [37].
After motivating the use of conditional models, we see that CRFs can be
trained by using the gradient of the conditional log-likelihood. We then look
at a few specific models that will be useful when building a text normalisation
system.
As in [60], the different CRF models are discussed as both generalisations
of logistic regression, and also the discriminative counterparts to well-known
generative models such as hidden Markov models and naive Bayes classifiers.
4.1 Introduction
CRFs are usually used in a supervised classification setting. In this setting, the
data points D consist of pairs of input vectors xi, also known as input features,
and output vectors yi that are also called labels, {(x1,y1), . . . , (xN ,yN)}. The
task is to train a model to give label predictions for features with unknown
labels.
37
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4.1.1 Generative and discriminative models
As we saw in Section 2.5.2, we are interested in the probability distribution of
the unknown label y given the input features,
p(y|x,D,Q) ≈ p(y|x,λML), (4.1.1)
One way of tackling the problem of finding p(y) is first to model the prob-
ability of x given y and then to use Bayes’ rule to find y given x,
p(y|x,λ) = p(x|y,λ)p(y|λ)
p(x|λ) . (4.1.2)
This type of model is called a generative model, because synthetic examples can
be ‘generated’ by sampling from the joint distribution. These types of models
are described naturally by directed graphical models. Generative models of-
ten make the assumption that observations are independent given the labels,
and it is difficult to build models where this strict conditional independence
assumption can be relaxed without running into computational problems [6].
Inappropriate independence assumptions are indeed often made for computa-
tional tractability [37].
Opposed to these types of models are discriminative models. We look
specifically at conditional models. They model the conditional distribution
p(y|x,λ) directly. One disadvantage is that it is more difficult to interpret
conditional models because they do not necessarily give insight into how the
data are generated. Discriminative models are also known to give better per-
formance than similar generative models if given enough training data, but
may overfit with limited or partially labeled data [6].
For example, consider the MRF described in Figure 4.1. We might know
that A, B, and C will be always observed and that we will be only interested in
querying the model for D. Then it is unnecessary to model any of the variables
that are conditionally independent of our variable of interest D. For the sake
of finding D it is therefore sufficient to model the dependencies in Figure 4.2.
4.1.2 Feature engineering
With a conditional model, the model stays simple while allowing complicated
dependencies between the observed variables. This allows good predictions to
be made without explicitly having to model a system in the finest detail [37].
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A B C
D
Figure 4.1: A model where we always observe A, B, and C. We are interested
only in querying D.
A B C
D
Figure 4.2: The same model as Figure 4.1 where only dependencies that are
necessary if D is queried are modelled.
It also allows complicated and overlapping features to be used, which would
violate the independence assumptions in comparable generative models [55].
This means that we can take arbitrary functions and combinations of the
variables that we observe directly and use them as features instead. CRFs
therefore lend themselves to feature engineering. Experts design the input
features according to what is known to be discriminative features for a certain
problem.
For example, the naive Bayes model and logistic regression model (See
Section 4.3) share a similar graphical model structure [30]. Naive Bayes is a
generative model and logistic regression is discriminative. The naive Bayes
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model assumes independence of the features x given the label y,





If some of the xis are dependent given y, the independence assumption is
violated and model performance deteriorates [37]. Say we want to classify the
language usage in a sentence as formal or informal. We can let x be a vector
the length of our vocabulary with ones for the words that are present in the
sentence and zeros otherwise. This bag-of-words model already violates the
independence assumption, as words in a sentence are correlated even when we
know whether the sentence is formal or informal.
Logistic regression, on the other hand, models p(y|x) without assuming
independence between features. We can therefore even add correlated features
explicitly without violating the independence assumption. For instance, we can
add a feature that is one if the sentence starts with a capital letter and zero
otherwise, thereby improving classification performance if the feature proves
to be discriminative.
The advantage of feature engineering is that previous knowledge about a
problem or domain can be incorporated easily in the model. The disadvantage
is that it takes previous knowledge about a problem to come up with the
features. Although there are ways of doing automatic feature selection, feature
engineering can be a slow and expensive process [38].
4.1.3 Parameterisation
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Here we partition the input vectors x and y so that the partitions can be




, . . . ,xTC|C| ]
T, and y = [yTC1 ,y
T
C2
, . . . ,yTC|C| ]
T.
For problems where the input variables x are text, it is useful to let the
feature functions fi,j(yCi ,xCi) be binary indicator functions.
An input vector of dimension D is thus transformed into a binary vector
of dimension K by the feature functions. K is therefore also the dimension of
the parameter vector λ, and can be greater or smaller than D.
For example, in a larger CRF, the potential function




is defined on the first clique C1 and tells us more about an animal we are
observing. yC1 = [yC1,1, yC1,2], with yC1,1 ∈ {“bat” , “bird”} and yC1,2 ∈
{“mammal”, “non-mammal”}. So we want to know simultaneously to what
class of animals it belongs and also specifically whether it is a bat or a bird.
xC1,1 indicates different actions that the animal is doing, and we disregard the
other components of xC1 .
Each indicator function is defined to be 1 for a different assignment of the
input and output variables, so
f1,1(xC1 ,yC1) =
1 if yC1,1 = “bat” and xC1,1 = “flying”0 otherwise
f1,2(xC1 ,yC1) =
1 if yC1,1 = “bat” and xC1,1 = “hanging upside down”0 otherwise
f1,3(xC1 ,yC1) =
1 if yC1,1 = “bat” and xC1,1 = “laying eggs”0 otherwise
f1,4(xC1 ,yC1) =
1 if yC1,1 = “bird” and xC1,1 = “flying”0 otherwise
...
f1,10(xC1 ,yC1) =
1 if yC1,1 = “bat” and yC1,2 = “mammal”0 otherwise .
Each feature function is associated with a parameter λi,j. The parame-
ters take on any real values. The parameters therefore can be interpreted as
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either “supporting” the configuration of variables that makes the associated
feature function return 1 if the parameter value is positive, or “opposing” the
configuration if the parameter value is negative.
4.1.4 Parameter tying
The models we discuss in the rest of this thesis make use of parameter tying,
which means that parameters and feature functions are associated with more
than one clique potential.
In our case all the cliques share the same parameters and feature functions,
so fi,k = fk and λi,k = λk for i = 1 to |C|.
4.2 Learning
The training objective function for CRFs is from Equation 2.5.13
L = log p(D,λ|H) (4.2.1)
Maximising this quantity is equivalent to maximising
arg max
λ





log p(y,λ|x, H)p(x|H) (4.2.3)
= arg max
λ




where we assume that λ is independent of x given H (or we can equivalently
assume that x is parameterised by a different set of parameters that is inde-
pendent of λ given H [6].)




log p(yn|xn,λ) + log p(λ|H). (4.2.6)
This is the sum of a regularisation term log p(λ|H) and the unregularised
conditional log likelihood L′C = log p(y|x,λ).
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4.2.1 Derivative
To train a CRF with LM-BFGS we need the derivative of the objective with












































The derivative is found by substituting in Equations 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, taking
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which is the empirical feature count minus the expected feature count over the
model distribution [66]. Then, using the properties of expected values, we find















For the more general case where there are hidden or latent variables z that















Ψi(xn,Ci ,yn,Ci , zn,Ci ,λ) (4.2.18)


































For both cases, the derivative is thus the difference between the expected
value of the sum of the kth feature functions over the empirical distribution,
and the expected value of the sum of the kth feature functions over the model
distribution. These expected values can be calculated once all the marginals
are known for all the example inputs. To calculate the derivative it is thus
necessary to first run inference with the current parameters on all the training
examples.
We expect the derivative to be zero at the maximum of the unregularised
objective. This has the intuitive consequence that the empirical expected value
must equal the model expected value at the optimum.
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4.2.2 Regularisation
To avoid overfitting, however, the model is regularised. This means that large
parameter values are penalised, which in practice leads to models that gener-
alise better.
From the Bayesian perspective, regularisation is a consequence of setting
a prior distribution for the parameters. A mathematically convenient prior is
the Gaussian PDF with zero mean and a diagonal covariance matrix. So, with
























The regularised log likelihood is now

















A new parameter, the regularisation parameter σ, has been introduced.
Typically it is set by training the model with different values of σ and evalu-
ating on a held out validation set. The value that gives the best classification
performance on this data set is then used to train the final model with the
validation data added to the training data.
4.2.3 Concavity of objective function
Convergence to a global optimum can be guaranteed if the objective function
is convex or concave. The properties of convex and concave functions [7]
can be used to show that the fully observed log-linear CRF’s log-likelihood is
concave [37]:
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• Linear functions are concave and convex,
• sums of concave functions are concave,




exp function is convex.
The first term of the log-likelihood (See Equation 4.2.10) is a linear function
of the parameters and is thus concave, while the second term is the negative
of the log-sum-exp of a linear function and is therefore also concave. The
regularisation term is a parabola which is also concave, so the sum of these
terms are concave. The LM-BFGS optimiser we use can only minimise, so
we give it the negative of the log-likelihood. This final objective function is
therefore convex.
For CRFs with hidden variables, the same arguments cannot be used and
these models’ log-likelihoods are in general non-concave. For example, we
are interested in models where the hidden variables are discrete. For param-
eter values that maximise the log likelihood, an equivalent solution can be
found by relabelling the hidden variable values. The log likelihood is therefore
multi-modal and non-concave [67]. Please see the section on Hidden CRFs
(Section 4.5) and HACRFs (Section 4.6) for more on the models with hidden
variables and Section 6.4.3.3 for an example of a training run.
4.3 Logistic regression
Logistic regression is an example of a simple type of log linear CRF. It is used
for two class classification. The generalisation to more classes is known as
softmax classification. This model can differentiate between points that are
separable by a linear decision boundary. The name sprouts from the fact that
it uses the logistic function 1
1+exp{−ax} to ‘soften’ the decision boundary and
thereby give a probability to a point according to how near the point is to the
boundary.
According to Ng and Jordan’s terminology [30], logistic regression is the
discriminative counterpart to the naive Bayes classifier.
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x
y
Figure 4.3: Graphical structure of the logistic regression CRF.
4.3.1 Model
Linear regression is defined as a model where the log of the ratio of the prob-
ability of a point being in a certain class to the probability of the point being
in the other class is a linear combination of the features and the parameters,
log
p(y = 0|x)
p(y = 1|x) = λ
Tx. (4.3.1)
This is equivalent to using the one clique log linear model depicted in Fig-







In NLP applications, f is often taken to be a vector of indicator functions so
that
fk(x, y) =
1 if y = 0 and xk = 10 otherwise (4.3.3)
(4.3.4)
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , D − 1, where D is the number of binary features in x, and
fk(x, y) =
1 if y = 1 and xk−D = 10 otherwise (4.3.5)
for k = D,D + 1, . . . , 2D − 1.











λkfk(x, y = 0)}+ exp{
K∑
k=1
λkfk(x, y = 1)}. (4.3.7)
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The extension to more than two classes can be done by adding more indicator
functions fk(x, y) that select higher values of y.
4.3.2 Learning
The derivative of the log likelihood can be found by using Equation 4.2.16 for
general CRFs that are fully observed during training. Here there is only one
clique, and y has one element y that is a discrete variable that can take on a











Linear-chain CRFs are introduced by Lafferty, McCallum, and Pereira as a
way of doing discriminative sequence labelling [37]. These models are the
discriminative counterparts to hidden Markov models and WFSAs.
4.4.1 Model
When we have many output variables, we might be interested in modelling the
dependencies between them. Linear-chain CRFs are a simple way of modelling
dependencies in sequences of output variables such as time dependent models
for language applications. For this model we make the first order Markov as-
sumption, namely that if we have a sequence of random variables Y1, Y2, . . . , YT ,
then Y1, . . . , Yt−1⊥Yt+1, . . . , YT |Yt. This assumption is graphically depicted in
Figure 3.1.
This model can be seen as a way of extending the softmax model so that it
takes time dependencies into account. It lends itself to tagging sequences like
words with tags that are dependent on context. One successful application is
the NLP task of part of speech tagging (POS tagging). Each word must be
tagged with ‘noun’, ‘verb’, ‘preposition’, and so forth. A softmax classifier can
be trained for this problem, but one would typically find that nouns are very
likely after articles, so neighbouring output variables give useful information
in deciding a tag.
From the graphical model in Figure 4.4, we have the conditional probability
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y1 y2 . . . yT
x
Figure 4.4: The graphical representation of the linear chain CRF.
y1 y2 y3 y4 . . . yT
x1 x2 x3 x4 xT
Figure 4.5: A linear chain CRF where every output variable yt is only depen-





Ψt(x, yt, yt+1,λ), (4.4.1)
where y = [y1, y2, . . . , yT ]T, and each yt can take on the value of a label or tag.
For example, yt ∈ {noun, preposition, . . . , verb}.
In a typical text application each potential Ψt takes only a window of x
around the current t instead of the whole x. To simplify the implementation
of a practical system, the input vectors that are “triggered” in time step t are
duplicated so that there is a single vector for every time step as can be seen





Ψt(xt, yt, yt+1,λ). (4.4.2)
4.4.2 Feature Functions
For the POS tagging problem, the input sequence “The cat” can be encoded
x1 = [−,The, cat, 1, 0] and x2 = [The, cat,−, 0, 0]. The first element in the
vector xt is the previous token in the sequence and − if there is no previous
token; the second element is the current token; the third element is the next
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Figure 4.6: A junction tree representation of the linear chain CRF model.
token; the fourth element is 1 if the current token is capitalised and 0 otherwise;
and the last element is 1 if the current token ends with “ing” and 0 otherwise.
Typical feature functions are
ft,1(xt, yt, yt+1) =
1 if yt+1 = ‘noun’ and yt = ‘determiner’0 otherwise , (4.4.3)
ft,2(xt, yt, yt+1) =
1 if yt+1 = ‘verb’ and yt = ‘determiner’0 otherwise , (4.4.4)
ft,3(xt, yt, yt+1) =
1 if yt = ‘determiner’ and xt,2 = ‘the’0 otherwise , (4.4.5)
ft,4(xt, yt, yt+1) =
1 if yt = ‘past participle’ and xt,5 = 1 (ends on ‘ing’)0 otherwise ,
(4.4.6)
and so forth.
After training on examples, we might expect that the weight λ1 associated
with ft,1 will be positive but λ2 negative. ft,3’s weight should be very strong
and ft,4’s possibly less so.
4.4.3 Inference
We apply the belief update algorithm to do inference. First we construct the
junction tree shown in Figure 4.6. We leave out the x’s in the figure because




Ψt−1(xt, yt−1, yt), (4.4.7)
Ψ∗t (xt, yt, yt+1) =
Φ∗t (yt)
1
Ψt(xt, yt, yt+1), (4.4.8)
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Ψt(xt, yt, yt+1), (4.4.9)
Ψ∗∗t−1(xt, yt−1, yt) =
Φ∗∗t (yt)
Φ∗t (yt)
Ψt−1(xt, yt−1, yt), (4.4.10)
for t = T, T − 1, . . . , 2.
The inference updates thus consist of a forward pass of updates followed
by a backwards pass, after which all the marginals are consistent.
4.4.4 Learning
















and see that there is a potential for every time step t, and that there is one
















p(xn,t, yt, yt+1,λ)fk(xn,t, yt, yt+1). (4.4.12)
4.5 Hidden CRFs
Where linear chain CRFs are a generalisation of softmax for the case where
there are many output variables, HCRFs generalise softmax in another direc-
tion. Here we are still interested in one output variable, but there are hidden
variables that model some latent structure in the input vectors.
HCRFs do not directly have a well-known generative counterpart, but be-
cause they are used to classify whole sequences, they can be thought of as
discriminative WFSAs, where the WFSAs are trained so that there is one for
each class. A sequence is classified by giving it the label of the WFSA that
gives it the highest probability.
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z1 z2 . . . zT
y
x
Figure 4.7: A hidden state CRF where the dependencies between the hidden
variables z take the form of a linear chain.
HCRFs are introduced in [67] for the problem of recognising visual gestures.
For example, say we want to distinguish between a gesture beckoning someone
closer and one telling someone to go further away. Each of these gestures
are composed of similar poses and it would be difficult to distinguish between
the two if individual frames are seen out of order. There are, however, a
number of sub-gestures that can be recognised. A beckoning gesture might
consist of the hidden sequence (start, away, away, closer), while go away might
be (start, closer, closer, away). The latent variables thus segment the input
sequence into these sub-gestures and the final class probability is found by
summing over all possible sequences of these sub-gestures. For the type of
HCRF discussed here, these hidden variables are of course not seen during
training, so the hidden units might learn to represent something different from
what we had in mind.
4.5.1 Model
In the simple case we look at, this dependence takes the form of a linear chain
as can be seen in Figure 4.7. This allows us to use the fact that the same
features can have different meanings depending on the order in which they








Ψt(x, y, zt, zt+1,λ). (4.5.1)
The sum over all possible sequences z is at first daunting but because of the
sparse connections between the latent variables, the belief update algorithm
calculates it efficiently.
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z1 z2 . . . zT
y
x1 x2 xT
Figure 4.8: An HCRF where every hidden variable zt only depends on the













Figure 4.9: A junction tree representation of the HCRF model.
Here it is also natural in language applications to have one latent variable
for each input token, and to take a window of features around the current
token. In Figure 4.8 we show the case where all the features that are activated
at time-step t is collected into xt.
4.5.2 Inference
To do inference, we first convert the graph to the junction tree in Figure 4.9.
Then the message updates become
Φ∗t (y, zt) =
W∑
zt−1=1
Ψt−1(x, y, zt−1, zt) (4.5.2)
Ψ∗t (x, y, zt, zt+1) =
Φ∗t (y, zt)
1
Ψt(x, y, zt, zt+1) (4.5.3)
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T − 1, and
Φ∗∗t (y, zt) =
W∑
zt+1=1
Ψt(x, y, zt, zt+1) (4.5.4)
Ψ∗∗t−1(x, y, zt−1, zt) =
Φ∗∗t (y, zt)
Φ∗t (y, zt)
Ψt−1(x, y, zt−1, zt) (4.5.5)
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for t = T, T − 1, . . . , 2. These updates are the same as the updates for the
linear chain CRF, except that the higher level variable y is propagated along,
first forwards and then backwards. When the algorithm has finished the two
sweeps, y can be found by marginalising the hidden variable zj out of any of
the separator potentials Φj, or by marginalising zj and zj+1 out of any one of
the clique potentials Ψj.
4.5.3 Learning








































p(y, zt, zt+1|xn,t,λ)fi,k(xn,t, y, zt, zt+1), (4.5.7)
when the summation over the cliques is seen to be just the summation over
t — as was the case with linear-chain CRFs — and the summation over the
latent variables becomes the summation over all values of zt for every time
step.
4.6 Hidden alignment CRFs
Where linear-chain CRFs and HCRFs are different ways of extending WF-
SAs, hidden alignment CRFs (HACRFs) are the discriminative counterpart to
WFSTs. The model takes two sequences that are not necessarily of the same
length and classifies them into one of a number of classes.
This model was first introduced for the problem of database normalisa-
tion [46]. In a database, multiple entries may refer to the same thing. To
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z1 z2 . . . zT
y
x(1),x(2)
Figure 4.10: The hidden alignment CRF. The hidden variables z represent
edit operations on the two input sequences x(1) and x(2).
remove duplicates, the normaliser classifies pairs of entries as duplicates or
non-duplicates. We use this model for the related problem of finding differ-
ently spelled variants of the same word.
4.6.1 The Model
An HACRF is a product of cliques, each representing an edit operation from
the one input sequence x(1) to the other sequence x(2). For a specific sequence
of states z = (z1, . . . , zT ), the joint probability is




Ψt(x(1),x(2), y, zt, zt+1,λ). (4.6.1)









Ψt(x(1),x(2), y, zt, zt+1,λ), (4.6.2)
which is graphically depicted in Figure 4.10.
Edit operations are, as for WFSTs, represented by the transitions between
the states zt. These transitions consume either a part of the input sequence
x(1), or a part of the input sequence x(2), or both. We use the variables z
to keep track of how much of each sequence has been consumed by letting
zt = (qt, it, jt). Here qt is the state in the state machine, it is the position in
the first input sequence x(1), and jt is the position in the second input sequence
x(2).
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Figure 4.11: A transducer for an HACRF where Σ is the input alphabet and
Ω is the set of output characters. When in state qs, a substitution has just
been completed. When in state qd, a deletion, and in state qi an insertion.
The start state, which is not shown to simplify the drawing, has arcs to each
of the other states. An emission from the start state to one of these states is
similar to the other emissions coming into that state.
Although it is possible to implement a HACRF with any underlying WFST
topology, we will concentrate on the WFST in Figure 4.11. This topology
allows only certain transitions between zt and zt+1. For a deletion, a character
a is emitted for the first sequence while no character is emitted for the second
sequence, increasing i by one and leaving j as it was. So, for example, if
the state machine was in z4 = (qi, 2, 6) and a deletion occurs, it will move
to z5 = (qd, 3, 6). Similarly, if an insertion occurs between t and t + 1, the
machine ends up in zt+1 = (qi, it, jt + 1), while a substitution will take the
machine to zt+1 = (qs, it + 1, jt + 1). Although it is possible to add a distinct
state for a character match, this topology handles a match in the same way as
a substitution. By combining these two states computation can be saved, and
we assume that using the same state for substitutions and matches will have
less of an effect on the performance of the model than combining any of the
other states. This can be investigated further in the future.
Allowable transitions are encoded by letting the potential Ψ(x, y, zt, zt+1,λ)
be positive, while for invalid transitions, such as zt+1 = (qs, it − 2, jt + 26),
Ψ(x, y, zt, zt+1,λ) = 0.
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Figure 4.12: A plot of the edit-sequence (s,i,i,s,s,d,i,i) on a two-dimensional
lattice. The darkened nodes represent the visited states. From any node, an
upwards transition represents a deletion, a diagonal transition a substitution,
and a rightwards transition an insertion.
4.6.2 Inference
This type of HCRF is more difficult to represent as a PGM than the HCRF
in the previous section, because states without output symbols are possible.
If we represent each edit operation with a node it is unclear even how many
nodes to add. We can, however, represent it on a two-dimensional lattice.
Each edit operation changes i and j in a deterministic way. In Figure 4.12
we plot the sequence of edit operations (s,i,i,s,s,d,i,i).
Since there is a one to one mapping between t and (i, j), we can now change
variables and work with zi,j instead of zt. We denote the variable previously
given by zt−1 as zi−,j− and zt+1 as zi+,j+ .
Similarly to the CRFs discussed earlier, we partition the input vectors
so that there is an input vector for each potential (See Sections 4.4.1 and
4.5.1). Here the features that are triggered at each point (i, j) in the lattice
are collected into x(i,j), and x = [xT(1,1),x
T
(1,2), . . . ,x
T
(I,J)]
T where I and J are
the lengths of x(1) and x(2).
The message passing equation, Equation 2.4.10, can now be written in
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µ(i−,j−),(i,j)(zi,j)ψi,j(x(i,j), y, zi,j, zi+,j+)
(4.6.4)
where i− and j− can take on
(i−, j−) ∈ {(i, j), (i− 1, j), (i, j − 1)}, (4.6.5)
which represents substitution, insertion, and deletion respectively. The back-






µ(i+,j+),(i,j)(zi+,j+)ψi,j(x(i,j), y, zi,j, zi+,j+)
(4.6.6)
where i+ and j+ can take on
(i+, j+) ∈ {(i, j), (i+ 1, j), (i, j + 1)}. (4.6.7)
The marginal of the variables in Ψi,j is found by multiplying all the incom-
ing messages and normalising:
p(y, zi,j, zi+,j+) =





To illustrate the working of the model, we discuss a simple example. Say we
have an HACRF that classifies character sequence pairs as “match” or “mis-
match”. For example, we want “cat” and “kat” to be classified as a match, and
“cat” and “eat” to be a mis-match.
A simple underlying WFST is chosen with only one state. After any edit
operation, the state machine returns to this single state.
The input features xi,j = [x(i,j),1, x(i,j),2]T are two dimensional vectors based
on the characters of the two input strings at position i, j. x(i,j),1 = 1 if the
character in the first string at position i is the same as the character in the
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second string at position j, and x(i,j),1 = 0 otherwise. x(i,j),2 = 1 if the char-
acter in the first string at position i and the character in the second string
at position j are both either consonants or vowels, and zero if the one is a
consonant and the other a vowel.
The feature functions are chosen to connect these vectors to the label. The
input vectors for our example strings are listed in Table 4.1.
f(i,j),1(xi,j, y, zt, zt+1) =
1 if y = ‘match’ and x(i,j),1 = 10 otherwise , (4.6.9)
f(i,j),2(xi,j, y, zt, zt+1) =
1 if y = ‘mis-match’ and x(i,j),1 = 00 otherwise , (4.6.10)
f(i,j),3(xi,j, y, zt, zt+1) =
1 if y = ‘match’ and x(i,j),2 = 10 otherwise , (4.6.11)
f(i,j),4(xi,j, y, zt, zt+1) =
1 if y = ‘match’ and x(i,j),2 = 00 otherwise , (4.6.12)
i j cat/kat example xT1,(i,j) cat/eat example x
T
1,(i,j)
1 1 ck [0, 1] ce [0, 0]
1 2 ca [0, 0] ca [0, 0]
1 3 ct [0, 1] ct [0, 1]
2 1 ak [0, 0] ae [0, 1]
2 2 aa [1, 1] aa [1, 1]
2 3 at [0, 0] at [0, 0]
3 1 tk [0, 1] te [0, 0]
3 2 ta [0, 0] ta [0, 0]
3 3 tt [1, 1] tt [1, 1]
Table 4.1: Values for the input vectors for the HACRF example.
The parameter vector is chosen as λ = [2, 1, 1, 0]T. If many characters
of the two input sequences match, the label “match” will be favoured by this
choice of parameters, while many character mis-matches will give evidence of
an overall mis-match. A sequence with vowels and consonants in the same
order will also support the “match” label with these parameters, but more
weight is attached to exact character matches.
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corresponds to the edit sequence z = ((s, 1, 1),
(s, 2, 2), (i, 2, 3), (d, 3, 3)). We can find the probability of a match by substitut-
ing into Equation 4.6.1. So,












exp{2 · 0 + 1 · 1} exp{2 · 1 + 1 · 1}






p(y = mis-match, z|x,λ) = exp{2}
Zx
, (4.6.16)
and we find that Zx = exp{7}+ exp{2}.
We use the second pair of example strings to show how the sum over all
paths is calculated. In Tables 4.2 and 4.3 the forward messages are calcu-
lated. The value in cell i, j is the message µ(i,j),(i+,j+)(y) that is to be passed
on to its neighbours. The values in the top-right cells represent the potentials
ΨT−1(x, y = match, zT−1, zT ) and ΨT−1(x, y = mis-match, zT−1, zT ). The dis-
tribution over y can thus be obtained at this point by normalising these two
values, so
p(y|x) =
 58715871+262 ≈ 0.96 for y = ‘match’,262
5871+262
≈ 0.04 for y = ‘mis-match’.
(4.6.17)
Our parameter choice in this case therefore leads the model to classify “cat”
and “eat” as a match. It is not obvious how to set the parameters by hand to
ensure the results we wanted originally, and we would have to rely on learning
the parameters from training examples. Please see Section 6.4.3 for more on
the application of the HACRF, Section 6.4.3.2 for more on the implementation
and Section 7.1.2.2 for the results obtained with the model.
4.6.4 Learning
To learn parameters, the derivative of the log-likelihood must be calculated.
By substituting into the general expression for the derivative of CRFs with
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t 2.7 · e0 = 2.7 (2.7 + 2.7 + 94.4) · e0 = 99.8 (99.8 + 94.4 + 98.1) · e3 = 5871
a 1 · e1 = 2.7 (2.7 + 1 + 1) · e3 = 94.4 (94.4 + 1 + 2.7) · e0 = 98.1
c e0 = 1 1 · e0 = 1 1 · e1 = 2.7
e a t
Table 4.2: Example of the forward part of a dynamic programming run for the
input sequences “cat” and “eat” for the case y = match. The algorithm starts
in the lower left cell of the table which represents “c” substituted for “e”.
t 7.4 · e1 = 20.1 (20.1 + 7.4 + 17.5) · e1 = 122 (122 + 17.5 + 122) · e0 = 262
a 2.7 · e1 = 7.4 (7.4 + 2.7 + 7.4) · e0 = 17.5 (17.5 + 7.4 + 20.1) · e1 = 122
c e1 = 2.7 2.7 · e1 = 7.4 7.4 · e1 = 20.1
e a t
Table 4.3: Example of dynamic programming run for the input sequences “cat”
and “eat” for the case y = mis-match.




































p(y, zi,j, zi+,j+|xn,(i,j),λ)fk(xn,(i,j), y, zi,j, zi+,j+).
(4.6.19)
4.7 Conclusion
CRFs are introduced for the problem of classifying and labelling sequences.
They often have well-known generative counterparts such as locally normalised
WFSAs and WFSTs. Softmax is used when we want to classify a data point
into one of many classes. Linear-chain CRFs are used when we want to label
each token in an input sequence. HCRFs are useful when classifying a whole
sequence and we want to take the order of the input tokens into account.
Finally, HACRFs can be used to classify pairs of sequences.
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Chapter 5
Noisy text normalisation literature
The classical spelling correction approach and other metaphors for text nor-
malisation are introduced. Many of the techniques fall within the noisy channel
framework and can be implemented with WFSTs. We also look at CRF and
unsupervised solutions to the problem.
5.1 Three metaphors
Although much research in noisy text normalisation is focused on normalising
SMSs because it is considered the most difficult normalisation problem [33],
there is some interest in applying the same techniques to microblog entries
such as tweets [41, 28, 25]. These two media share many properties because of
similar restrictions. Texts are short, usually less than 160 characters, and are
often typed on restrictive mobile phone keypads.
We look at some of the SMS and microblog normalisation techniques before
concentrating on the use of CRFs for this problem.
Kobus et al. identify “three metaphors for noisy text normalisation” [33]:
1. Spelling correction is a similar problem.
2. The problem, however, also lends itself to statistical machine translation
(SMT), where the noisy messages are in the source “language”, and the
clean message in the target language.
3. Finally, SMS messages are sometimes described as nearer to spoken lan-
guage than written language. This suggests that the problem can be
tackled with automatic speech recognition (ASR) techniques.
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Below is an overview of the literature on the use of these three metaphors
for noisy text normalisation.
5.2 Spelling correction
There are two classical approaches to spelling correction. The first one uses an
edit distance between words to find candidate correct words that are near the
misspelled word. This method is useful for typical errors in formal language
documents, where errors are usually only one character away from the correct
spelling [17].
The second approach adds a language model to the edit distance so that
ambiguous tokens are corrected. This model is called the noisy channel model.
5.2.1 Edit distance
The Levenshtein distance between two strings is the minimum number of char-
acter insertions, substitutions, and deletions to transform the first string into
the second string [40]. Usually the weight of each of these transformations
is chosen to be equal to one. The total cost, or distance, is the sum of the
weights of the edit operations.
For example, the Levenshtein distance between “misspelling” and “mspel-
llinq” is 4. When the two string are aligned like
m i s s p e l l i n g
m s p e l l l i n q
D D I S ,
there are two character deletions (the D’s), one insertion (I), and one substi-
tution (S) necessary to transform the first string into the second string.
The Levenshtein distance is representable as a WFST. The edit distance
between two strings is the lowest weight of any path through the WFST in
Figure 5.1 that produces those two strings. The WFST is defined on the
− log-semiring so that weights add along a path.
A spelling correction system in this setting first identifies misspelled words
with a dictionary lookup. The misspelled word’s edit distance from each word
in the lexicon is found and the word with the smallest distance is chosen as the
correction candidate. Alternatively, all candidates within a distance d of the
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q0start q qf
 : /0  : /0
{} × Ω/1
{(a, b) ∈ Σ× Ω|a = b}/0
Σ× {}/1
{(a, b) ∈ Σ× Ω|a 6= b}/1
Figure 5.1: A transducer defined on the − log semiring. The Levenshtein
distance between two strings is the shortest path through this transducer that
produces those two strings. Here {(a, b) ∈ Σ×Ω|a 6= b} denotes a substitution
from any character in the first string to any other character in the second string.
Σ×{} denotes a transition where any character is produced in the first string
but no character is produced in the second string. This is also called a character
deletion. {} × Ω is similarly a character insertion. {(a, b) ∈ Σ × Ω|a = b}
denotes a matching character.
original can be created by applying all possible reverse edit transformations to
the original string d times.
Edit distance is a special case of a WFST weight, which means that various
generalisations are possible. Weights can be learned for the different edit
operations. Different weights for different character substitutions are possible,
so we might want to set the weight for exchanging “c” for “v” low because they
are next to each other on a qwerty keyboard, while the weight for exchanging
“z” for “p” is allowed to be large.
When the transducer is defined on the probability semiring, instead of
the − log-semiring, a probabilistic interpretation is possible. Now it is not
only possible to find the candidate word with the lowest cost, but rather the
candidate word with the highest probability. The probability is the sum of all
possible paths through the transducer, while the lowest cost is only the single
lowest cost path through the transducer. A probabilistic transducer thus uses
more information to give a measure of the distance between two strings than
using just the edit distance.
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5.2.2 Context sensitive spelling correction
Different approaches to context sensitive spelling correction have been pro-
posed [23], but the noisy channel framework has emerged as a principled and
well-understood way to tackle the problem [9]. The noisy channel model is
also often applied to problems in automatic speech recognition and telecom-
munication.
The noisy channel model is a generative model with two components. The
source model p(y|HS) is a model of the source signal. In the spelling correction
context this is the “intended” correctly spelled message. The channel model
p(x|y, HC) models the corruption that occurs when the source signal y is
transmitted over the channel and becomes x.
So if we want to find the most likely source sequence given the observed
sequence, we use Bayes’ rule and drop the normalising factor to find
arg max
y
p(y|x, HC , HS) = arg max
y
p(x|y, HC)p(y|HS), (5.2.1)
which is the sequence which maximises the channel model multiplied by the
source model. For spelling correction, the source model is called the language
model. N-gram language models, which are discussed in Section 5.2.4, are
simple but fast and often effective enough.
If we make the assumption that errors occur independent of context, the
correction problem becomes finding
arg max
y





where t ranges over all the tokens in the text.
There is now thus two independent modules namely the spelling model
p(xt|yt, HC) and the language model p(y|HS).
5.2.3 Channel model
The WFST models from the previous section can now be used for the spelling
model. Furthermore, different FST topologies can be used and the weights
can be learned from data.
Various other channel models are proposed. Brill et al. propose a model
that allows substring substitutions that are conditioned on where in the string
the transformation takes place [9].
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In [64], a pronunciation model is added because misspelled words are often
phonetically related to the intended word.
5.2.4 Language model
A statistical language model tries to assign a probability to every sequence of
words given a training corpus. With the first order Markov assumption, the
probability of a word sequence p(x1, x2, . . . , xT |HS) given the language model
HS can be factorised as p(x1|HS)p(x2|x1, HS)p(x3|x2, HS) . . . p(xT |xT−1, HS).
When the assumption is extended to higher orders, each factor in this distri-
bution is conditioned on more of the previous tokens in the sequence. A word
N-gram is a sequence of N consecutive words in the training corpus.
Although this type of model cannot account for the long range dependen-
cies that are characteristic of natural language, there are a few advantages to
making these Markov assumptions. One of them is that the training of the
model becomes counting N-grams, which can be done quickly.
An N-gram language model can furthermore be implemented with a WFST.
This means that efficient dynamic programming algorithms are available to
give probabilities to sequences of words and to find the most probable se-
quences. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a small third-order language model.
5.2.5 Unknown words
The previous approaches rely on a fixed lexicon. In natural language, out of
vocabulary (OOV) tokens occur. These tokens do not appear in the lexicon
because they are either misspelled and should be corrected, or they are rare
words — such as compound words — that are not in the dictionary. Neolo-
gisms, names, or foreign language tokens are also possible OOV tokens. To
handle OOV words that are correct and thus should not be normalised, a
model for these types of tokens can be constructed.
In [63], decision trees are used to classify OOV tokens as either misspellings
or names. The frequency of the token in a training corpus, token length, edit
distance to words in the dictionary, character N-grams, and the presence or
absence of non-English characters are used as features.
In [28], an SVM classifier is trained to classify every OOV token as cor-
rectable or not based on edit distance to candidates and on the context of
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Figure 5.2: An example of a WFST that represents a trigram language model
for a language with only two words namely “a” and “b”. The current state stores
the two previously seen tokens. When a new token is observed, the transducer
moves to the state that again represents the last two tokens. There can thus
be different weights for every triplet that is observed. The WFST produces
two identical strings of tokens. This assures that its composition with another
WFST produces the same output but with differently scored transitions. Note
that all the arcs into a certain state have the same emissions, including the
arc from the start state which is not shown to simplify the drawing.
the token. If a token is classified as correctable, it is passed to a candidate
generation module which generates candidate corrections.
5.2.6 Conclusion
The noisy channel model is a convenient way to break the spelling correction
problem into two modules. Both modules can be modelled by WFSTs. If we
denote the channel WFST as c and the language model WFST as s, the sum
of the probabilities of all paths through the composition w ◦ s that outputs x
and y is the probability p(x,y|HC , HS) = p(x|y, HC)p(y|HS).
WFSTs thus present a unifying framework in which all the modules of a
spelling correction system can be implemented. To combine the modules, the
composition of the transducers is taken. The highest probability path through
the resulting transducer for a given input string gives the most likely output
string and its probability.
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5.3 Automatic speech recognition
Automatic speech recognition is another candidate problem that can be tackled
with the noisy channel model implemented with WFSTs.
Where Brill et al. allowed arbitrary letter-sequence to letter-sequence con-
versions with a transducer c [9], Toutanova and Moore decompose the trans-
ducer further as c = f ◦ g ◦ h [64]. f is a letter to phone transducer; g is a
phone to phone transducer; and h is a phone to word transducer. This model
resembles automatic speech recognition in the presence of the phone to word
model.
A different use of the ASR metaphor is made by Choudhury in [11]. Here,
hidden Markov models (HMMs) are trained for a few different common words.
Each model has states representing a “graphemic” path and a “phonemic” path.
The first accounts for symbol substitutions and deletions, while the latter
accounts for homophone errors. The problem with this technique is that a
different HMM must be trained for every word. Many lexical variants of a
single word is thus necessary to have enough training examples.
5.4 Statistical machine translation
Statistical machine translation (SMT) techniques use data to learn text trans-
lation models. Human translated texts are used as training data. These par-
allel corpora can be supplemented with bilingual dictionaries and N-gram lan-
guage models for the source and target languages. The source language is
the language of the text that is to be translated. The target language is the
language into which the text is to be translated.
This setting is applicable to text normalisation. The noisy input text can
be thought of as being written in the source language, while in our case the
target language is standard English.
Once again, the noisy channel model is used to break the problem into a
language model p(y|HS) and a translation model p(x|y, HC).
A simple word-based translation model can be implemented with a com-
position of WFSTs [32]. Phrase-based models, however, have proven more
effective for this problem [34]. These models use a latent segmentation of the
input sequence into phrases. Each segment is then translated into a phrase
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in the target language. Finally, a reordering model is applied to reorder the
phrases.
The reordering model is not important for lexical text normalisation, as
word order is assumed to be the same for noisy and standard English. The
fact that whole phrases are translated, however, allows many-to-many token
transformations. This allows the correction of accidental spaces, run-on words,
and incorrectly spaced words. With the usual formulation of the spelling
correction problem, these types of errors are difficult to correct. ASR-type
systems are also capable of correcting these types of errors.
SMT-type systems often use BLEU to measure how near the system’s trans-
lations are to the human-translated gold standards. We do not go into much
detail, but a BLEU score of 1.0 means the candidate translation agrees with
the gold standard perfectly, and a score of 0.0 means that there is perfect
disagreement.
Aw et al. use a phrase-based statistical machine translation system to
translate noisy SMSs to clean SMSs [3]. They report a BLEU score of 0.58 for
the raw input text, which is improved to 0.8 by their system.
A similar approach for the normalisation of tweets is proposed in [31], where
a BLEU score of 0.67 for the original text is improved to 0.80.
5.5 Hybrid FST system
Various hybrid systems have been proposed that try to capture the advantages
of the different approaches.
SMT systems are fast and allow arbitrary phrase substitutions but depend
on a large parallel corpus and are unable to handle the creativity inherent in
SMS communications [33]. A module based on WFSTs is therefore added to
handle novel tokens. Kobus’ hybrid system first normalises the text by using
an SMT system, and then uses an ASR-like system to correct the remaining
OOV tokens. For French SMSs, a BLEU score of 0.8 is obtained [33].
A hybrid SMT and WFST system is proposed in [4]. They follow much the
same reasoning as Kobus et al. Here, however, two different WFST models
are trained, one for in-vocabulary words, and one for OOV words.
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5.6 CRF normalisation
So far, generative models for noisy text normalisation have been discussed.
They often take the form of cascades of WFSTs. We now turn to discriminative
approaches, which do not yet benefit from the same type of mature tools that
are available for the generatively trained and locally normalised models.
In [49], a simultaneous candidate generator and scorer is proposed. A
logistic regression classifier is used to classify candidate words as either matches
or mismatches. It uses the transformations that turn the original word into
the candidate as features. These transformations and their weights are used
to generate candidates that will likely be classified as matches, without having
to enumerate all the words in the lexicon.
Liu et al. use a similar approach to the one above [42]. Instead of using a
logistic regression classifier, a linear chain CRF is used. Each character in the
original word is tagged with either a null tag — signifying a character deletion
— or another character — signifying a letter substitution. A label consisting
of two or more characters — signifying character insertions — is also possible.
When a noisy word is used as input, each possible sequence of tags thus gives
a different candidate clean word. An N-best list of candidates can thus be
generated and compared to a lexicon to find and score candidate corrections.
5.7 Unsupervised normalisation
It is expensive to put together parallel corpora of noisy and clean text, so var-
ious unsupervised and semi-supervised approaches have been proposed. Al-
though unsupervised discriminative model training is possible, depending on
how it is defined, generative models fit into the unsupervised setting much
more naturally.
Contractor et al. use a noisy channel SMT system to normalise SMSs in
an unsupervised way [13]. The system consists of two parts. The first is a
string similarity measure that is based on the longest common subsequence
between strings. This similarity measure generates candidate translations for
each noisy token. These candidates are added to a list of orthographic variants.
This dictionary is then used together with an N-gram language model that is
trained on clean text in a standard SMT system implemented with Moses.
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Gouws et al. extend this idea but concentrate on building the normalisation
dictionary [24]. They first extract words that share similar context from a large
corpus of text with both noisy and clean text. Pairs of tokens extracted in this
way are then re-ranked according to string similarity. Using an empirically set
threshold, the most highly scored pairs are added to the dictionary.
5.8 Evaluation
ASR-type approaches use word error rate (WER) to evaluate system perfor-
mance, while tasks that only consider single token normalisation use precision
and recall. We also consider specialised versions of precision and recall that
are used in a grammatical error correction task.
5.8.1 Precision, recall, and F-measure
When the normalisation task does not change the number of tokens, precision
and recall can be used. Precision in this setting is defined as the fraction of
















Precision, recall, and the F1-score give a better impression of a classifier’s
performance than just the accuracy or error rate if the classes are unbalanced.
For example, the accuracy for the normalisation task may be 91%, but if only
10% of the tokens should be normalised, the recall may be only 0.1.
We are also interested in a more traditional use of precision and recall. To
evaluate a two-class classifier where one class represents a “positive” outcome,
and the other class a “negative” outcome, precision can be defined as the
fraction of positive predictions that the system gave that was actually positive.
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Recall is then the fraction of all cases that should be labelled as “positive” that
the classifier label correctly. In our case the outcome that a certain token-
pair represents a matching pair is the positive result and the outcome that a
token-pair is non-matching is negative.
5.8.2 N-best lists
N-best lists are produced by generating a list of candidates for each token
in the set of test tokens and sorting the candidates from most likely to least
likely. The percentage of words for which the correct candidate is in the N
first positions is reported for different values of N . This evaluation can also be
seen as giving the recall of the system for different precisions, but instead of
plotting a precision/recall curve, the recall scores are reported in tabular form
against 1precision .
5.8.3 Word error rate
When the number of tokens in the normalised and unnormalised texts are
not the same, an alignment must first be done. To calculate the word error
rate (WER), a word alignment that is based on the Levenshtein distance is
computed between the gold standard and the candidate text. The number of
token insertions, deletions, and substitutions is found. The WER is the sum
of the number of these three types of errors divided by the total number of
tokens.
WER =
#insertions + #deletions + #substitutions
#tokens
(5.8.4)
5.8.4 Recognition and correction rates
The HOO-2012 shared task at the Building Educational Applications Work-
shop at NAACL 2012 uses a three way alignment between the original, gold,
and candidate texts.1 It thus combines the alignment idea of WER with pre-
cision and recall.
1The HOO-2012@BEA evaluation definition can be found at http://clt.mq.edu.au/
research/projects/hoo/hoo2012/eval.html
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Inspired by this evaluation, we define the following measures:
Recognition precision =












#changed to correct token
#should be changed
. (5.8.8)
The correction precision and recall give credit when the proposed corrections
are correct. The recognition precision and recall, on the other hand, give credit
when a correction is made where a correction should be made, even though
the proposed token is not correct. These measures are thus ways of differen-
tiating between the system’s recognition of misspellings and its correction of
misspellings.
5.9 Conclusion
The problem of normalising noisy web text has mostly been tackled with sys-
tems that can be informally described as being ASR-like, SMT-like, or similar
to spelling correction systems.
There are, however, systems that employ discriminative models such as
SVMs, logistic regression classifiers, and linear chain CRFs.
There is some research on using unsupervised systems to normalise noisy
text and to extract lexical variants from noisy text. Discriminative models
unfortunately do not seem to fit into this framework.
The noisy channel model is useful for breaking the spelling correction prob-
lem into a word generation module and a sentence decoding module. The word
level module’s performance puts an upper bound on the performance of the
whole system, and research often concentrates on this module as a conse-
quence. In Table 5.1, the N-best performance reported by different authors
for this module is summarised. For this module we want to see how HACRFs
compare to more traditional WFST models for Tweets. It would also be in-
teresting to see how these proposed approaches compare to the methods listed
here.
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Domain Method 1-best 3-best 10-best 20-best
Choudhury et al. [11] SMS HMMs 59.9 n/a 84.3 88.7
Cook et al. [14] SMS WFST 59.4 n/a 83.8 87.8
Liu et al. [42] Twitter CRF 68.88 78.27 80.93 81.17
Pennell et al. [54] SMS CRF 60.4 74.6 75.6 75.6
Liu et al. [41] Twitter Hybrid 69.81 82.51 92.24 93.79
Table 5.1: The N-best performance of a few different approaches to the gener-
ation of candidate correct words in the literature. The state of the art hybrid
system achieves a first-best rate of almost 70%.
Method Precision Recall F1
Han and Baldwin [28] SVM 75.30 75.30 75.30
Liu et al. [41] Hybrid+N-gram LM 84.14 78.38 81.15
Xue et al. [68] Hybrid+N-gram LM 50.0 79.0 61.0
Table 5.2: The performance of different normalisation systems on a parallel
word-aligned corpus of tweets. Note that the superior performance of Liu et
al.’s candidate generator (see Table 5.1) translate into better overall system
performance.
The final normalisation performance of a system is the important thing to
gauge. Table 5.2 summarises some of the results in the literature specifically
for tweets. They are all evaluated on a dataset of normalised tweets produced
by Han and Baldwin [28]. Together with the dataset, Han and Baldwin also
introduce a module that looks promising in the tweet normalisation setting.
Tweets contain many tokens that are not in traditional lexicons like the Aspell
word-list but which are correct. These include proper names, neologisms and
common initialisms (for example, “IDK” for “I don’t know”). In this new
module, tokens are classified as needing correction or not needing correction.
Only the tokens to be corrected are passed to the next module.
There are thus three modules that are important in the literature, and one
that looks promising.
• A tokeniser.
• A candidate word generator and scorer that produces N-best lists of
candidate corrections for each token.
• A language model that takes the N-best lists, builds a lattice, rescores
the lattice and decodes it to get the most probable sequence of words.
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• An OOV classifier.
In the next chapter we look each of these modules in more detail and discuss
how they can be integrated.
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Text normalisation system
A simple design for a text normalisation system is proposed in this chapter. It
consists of interchangeable modules so that the performance of discriminative
and generative models can be compared.
6.1 Architecture
We want to investigate discriminative models for noisy text normalisation.
Although the noisy channel model is generative, it allows the problem to be
decomposed into a word level module and a sentence level module. We thus
want our system to also split into modules that can be developed and improved
in isolation.
It would be useful to have a pipeline architecture for the system. This
means that the output of one module becomes the input of the next module.
One way to think of pipeline systems is by considering layers in a graphical
model. There should be layers to represent the character, word, and sentence
levels. Such a graphical model is presented in Figure 6.1.
Since there are loops in the model, inference can be done by either running
loopy belief propagation, or converting the graph to a junction tree. We opt
for the junction tree representation, because it converts the graph into a chain
structure. This is the graphical model equivalent to the pipeline architecture.
When inference is run, messages flow up and down the chain from one factor
to another.
The first layer receives the raw input text x and outputs a distribution
over all tokenisations of that text. Tokens that should be corrected are then
76
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x Input variable representing noisy text
· · · Tokenised text
· · · Word identified as correctable
· · · Corrected words
· · · Output variables representing
normalised text
Figure 6.1: A high level graphical model of the text normalisation system.
Each variable in the tokenisation layer represents a token. Every variable in the
identification layer can take {should be corrected, should not be corrected}.
Every variable on the correction layer represents a corrected word. Lastly,
the variables on the output layer are connected to represent the dependencies
when a language model is added.
identified in the second layer. The word layer then takes this message as
input, along with the tokens, and outputs a distribution over candidate correct
words. This last set of messages is received by the language model layer where
a distribution over sentences y is produced. The maximal configuration of the
output variables is the most probable clean version of the text. This completes
the forward pass of the inference algorithm. Inference can be stopped at this
point, before the backward pass, because we are only interested in the output
distribution.
Finite state machines provide a compact representation of the distribution
over sequences of different length. Although FSTs would theoretically be a
good way to represent the messages that flow up and down the model, the
implementation of a CRF state machine library was too ambitious for the
current project. Therefore we opted to use N-best lists as far as possible, in
effect doing beam-search inference.
In this project we decided to implement and learn the parameters of each of
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these layers separately, although joint training should be possible and should
present some interesting problems. When the factors are broken up and han-
dled separately, they become smaller graphical models. Message passing be-
comes doing inference on each separate model and passing its output to the
next model. Below we discuss the implementation of each of these modules
before describing their integration.
6.2 Tokenisation
Tokenisation is the process of dividing an input string into objects of interest.
In text, these are usually distinct words and punctuation.
For tweets, we identify six different types of tokens:
1. words (for example: “cheese”),
2. punctuation (for example: “.,!:?”),
3. URLs (for example: “http://cheese.com/?what”),
4. emoticons (for example: “:D 8) :/”),
5. hashtags (for example: “#cheese”), and
6. mentions (for example: “@cheesemaker”).
We abbreviate these classes as W(ords), P(unctuation), U(RLs), E(moticons),
H(ashtags), and M(entions). The class S is added to denote white space.
The task of splitting tweets along these different types of tokens is more dif-
ficult than the tokenisation of standard text, because symbols are ambiguous.
For example, we want to tokenise
We’re about to win!!!:D#winning
as
We’re | about | to | win | !!! | :D | #winning
where the exclamation marks are counted as a single unit of punctuation, and
the “:D” is an emoticon that also counts as a single unit. The token “#winning”
is a hashtag. Hashtags are informally used in tweets to label messages so they
can be grouped and searched for. The “!!!:D#w” part of the string is especially
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Figure 6.2: FSA1. A fully connected WFSA to tokenise tweets. Only the S
and W states are shown. The dots represent the other states (start, P, U, E, H,
and M), each of which is similarly connected to every other state. (The start
state, of course, has only outgoing arcs.)
tricky for conventional tokenisers because of the mix of alphabetical and non
alphabetical characters.
Since only words must be corrected in the system, we pass both the tokeni-
sation and its class along to the next module. The task is therefore to tokenise
the input text and simultaneously classify each token as W, P, U, E, H, M, or S.
For this task a dataset with 744 tweets is annotated. Each character of
every message is tagged with a token type. The example above becomes:
W e ’ r e a b o u t t o w i n ! ! ! : D # w i n n i n g
W w w w w S W w w w w S W w S W w w P p p E e H h h h h h h h
The uppercase class labels signify the beginning of a new token and the
lowercase class labels signify the within-token characters.
6.2.1 WFSA
A WFSA (See Section 3.1) is constructed to do the tokenisation. We train
the fully connected WFSA in Figure 6.2 on 500 messages comprising 41142
characters. This is the simplest WFSA without any restriction on the order
that states can occur because states are fully connected. This model cannot
recognise the boundary between two tokens of the same type.
To recognise the start of a new token, the WFSA can be extended to
have some state memory. Each character is now assigned either to W, which
is the beginning of a word token, or w, which represents a character within
a word token. Similar states for the other classes are added. Again, this is
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Figure 6.3: FSA2. A WFSA tokeniser with memory. Only the white-space
and word states are shown. The dots represent the other states which is set up
similarly to S and W. Every arc accepts all the characters in the input alphabet
Σ, each with a different weight. The start state (not shown) is connected to
each of the upper-case states with arcs similar to the other arcs coming into
that state.
the simplest setup where any start-of-token state can follow any state, while
within-token states can only follow corresponding start-of-token states or loop
within themselves. This arrangement is shown in Figure 6.3.
For the implementation of the WFSA, Carmel, a finite state transducer
package is used [26]. The training is done with its built-in EM training algo-
rithm.
6.2.2 CRF
A linear chain CRF (See Section 4.4) is trained for the same task. Each
character is assigned a label.
For comparison with the WFSA, the features for each time step t is set to
the identity of the character at t. This is done by having feature functions for
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every combination of symbol and label:
ft,0(y,x) =
1 if y = W and xt = ‘a’0 otherwise. (6.2.1)
ft,1(y,x) =
1 if y = w and xt = ‘a’0 otherwise. (6.2.2)
ft,2(y,x) =
1 if y = P and xt = ‘a’0 otherwise. (6.2.3)
... (6.2.4)
ft,492(y,x) =
1 if y = S and xt = any other symbol0 otherwise. (6.2.5)
(6.2.6)
With CRFs we can use features that are difficult or impossible with WFSAs.
Instead of only adding feature functions for the symbols at the current time
step t, we also add the characters in a window around the current character,
namely xt−w, . . . , xt, . . . xt+w. Furthermore, the N-grams x[t−w:t], . . . ,x[t−1:t], . . . ,x[t:t+w]
are added to capture informative symbol combinations.
Three CRF tokenisers are trained with different feature sets, as is sum-
marised in Table 6.1.
CRF1 CRF2 CRF3
Character identity X X X
Is alphanumeric X X
Is alphabetic X X
Is digit X X
Is uppercase X X
Window 0 0 2
Table 6.1: The features used in the different CRF tokenisers.
The linear chain CRFs are implemented with CRF++, an open source
toolkit for training and applying linear chain CRFs [36]. A separate feature
extraction module is written in Python. It takes an input string and outputs
the list of features that is activated at each time step in CRF++’s input format.
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6.3 Out of Vocabulary Words
A simple logistic regression classifier is trained to classify tokens as tokens
that should be normalised or tokens that should be left as they are. In the
ideal case, every input token’s candidate words are reweighted according to
how likely it is that that input token should be normalised. A better place
for this module is thus later in the pipeline, after candidate words have been
generated. It is, however, computationally much cheaper to prune the number
of words that must be corrected sooner rather than later. For the current
system we therefore decided to keep this module early in the pipeline.
To limit the number of candidate words that must be considered further,
we also opted to only classify tokens that are not in a lexicon. The vocabulary
is defined by a slightly modified Aspell word-list.1 This immediately excludes
the correction of in-vocabulary tokens based on context. For example, “wit” is
a common misspelling of “with”, but since “wit” is also in the Aspell word-list,
it will not be normalised.
The word-list is modified to exclude the word ‘u’, since it is often used
as an abbreviation for ‘you’. The most common correct neologisms in tweets,
including words like ‘lol’, are added to the list.
It is found that many words that are not in the word list should not be nor-
malised. The lexicon does not include many names and almost no commonly
used brand names. Neologisms and common abbreviations are also excluded.
About 53% of “OOV” tokens according to the lexicon are in fact correctly
spelled and should not be normalised.
The lexicon is thus incomplete. It is difficult or impossible to compile a
“complete” lexicon because language changes continually and because of the
large number of possible candidates. A better lexicon will definitely not harm
the current system. Here, however, we start to explore a machine learning
solution to the problem. A logistic regression classifier is trained on 3981 OOV
tokens that are hand-annotated as either a variant of an in-vocabulary word
or as a legitimate word that is not in the lexicon. Character uni-grams and
bi-grams are used as features. The training examples are weighted according
to their frequency in the tweet corpus. The logistic regression training tool
liblinear is used to implement and train the model [21].
The model obtains an accuracy of 73.97% with 10-fold cross-validation.
1Available at ftp://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/aspell/dict/en/
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6.4 Candidate enumeration
The tokenisation layer outputs a distribution over all tokenisations. The candi-
date enumeration layer takes the tokenisation distribution as input and outputs
a distribution over corrected words. This task of finding correctly spelled vari-
ants of the input tokens can be seen as a classification task. Each noisy token
is classified as one of the words in a lexicon. The output labels are assumed to
be independent of each other in this layer. The dependencies are only added
in the language model layer.
For the candidate enumeration task we compare the performance of a gen-
eratively trained WFST and the discriminative HACRF.
6.4.1 Datasets
To train the WFST and HACRF, matching word pairs are needed (See Sec-
tions 3.2 and 4.6. Three datasets that contain examples of matching string
pairs are used.
The first is a collection of common misspellings collected by Wikipedia
users.2 It contains 4438 pairs. This dataset is denoted Missp1.
The second dataset was automatically collected from tweets by Han et al.
as described in [29].3 It consists of 41181 pairs. The dataset is denoted as
Missp2.
Thirdly, Liu et al. collected 3974 noisy tokens from twitter and automat-
ically found their clean counterparts by using search engine suggestions [42].4
We denote the dataset as Missp3.
Table 6.2 shows a few example word pairs from the three datasets.
Missp1 is thus an accurate dataset but one which we expect does not
represent the typical types of spelling errors in social media such as twitter.
Missp2 on the other hand has very applicable data, but the quality is lower
because of the way in which it is collected. This dataset consists of word pairs
that occur in similar contexts and have a low Levenshtein distance. There are
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Missp1 Missp2
prepartion preparation bacame became
villification vilification jusst just
extentions extensions maintenan maintenance
infilitrate infiltrate vallium valium
beneficary beneficiary groundd ground
resembes resembles whaatever whatever
copywrite copyright comapny company
ocasion occasion followu follow
relinqushment relinquishment pplease please












Table 6.2: Examples of random matching word pairs from the three datasets.
Missp1 is the wikipedia list of common misspellings. Missp2 is Han et al.’s
automatically generated list of lexical variants, whileMissp3 is Liu et al.’s list
of lexical variants.
dataset, which is not what we want. Even thoughMissp3 is also automatically
collected, it has both higher quality and applicability, and it is expected that
it will give the best results.
An HACRF model needs positive and negative examples to train. We al-
ready have three datasets with matching word pairs, so non-matching examples
must be generated somehow. There are usually only one or two lexicon words
that form a matching word pair with a noisy token, but all the other words in
the lexicon form mismatching word pairs with that noisy token. This means
that we have a potentially huge number of examples of mismatching pairs, in
the order of the lexicon size squared. Training would take very long if all of
these examples are used, so we prune the negative examples by trying to add
only the most informative mismatching pairs.
A scheme similar to that of McCallum et al. is used to choose negative
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Missp1 Missp2 Missp3
Positive examples 4438 41181 3974
Negative examples 44380 41181 39740
Total 48818 82362 43714
Table 6.3: The sizes of the three word pair datasets. Missp1 and Missp3 are
of similar size and Missp2 is roughly twice as large.
examples [46]. A word in the lexicon is hypothesised to be an informative
negative example if it has a low edit distance to a given noisy token, but it is
known not to be the clean version of that token.
For the smaller datasets, Missp1 and Missp3, we generate ten negative
examples for each positive example by choosing ten lexicon words with low edit
distance to each of the noisy tokens in that dataset. For Missp2, we generate
only one negative example for every positive example to reduce training time.
As the summary in Table 6.3 shows, the three datasets’ sizes are comparable.
6.4.2 Weighted finite state transducer
Six WFSTs are trained. The topologies are shown in Figures 6.4 to 6.8. They
are all extensions of the edit distance transducer (See Figure 5.1) in one way
or another, with the first one being an edit distance transducer with different
weights for insertions, deletions, and character matches. Substitutions are
handled by doing a deletion and an insertion.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, parameters are set so that the likelihood of
the training pairs is maximised. For example, when the training pair (kat, cat)
is seen, we expect the parameter for a substitution from “k” to “c” to increase.
The parameter values will not increase indefinitely since the parameters asso-
ciated with the arcs going out of a node must sum to one and since there might
be many other examples in the training data where “k” does not substitute to
“c”.
Instead of using the full unicode character set as the input and output
alphabets, we decided to lower the number of parameters to avoid overfitting
and to limit the computation required for learning by using only lower-case
symbols that are commonly used to write words. These are the alphabetical
symbols “a” to “z”, and the numerical symbols “0” to “9”. Upper-case letters are
converted to lower-case and all other symbols are replaced by “<OTHER>”.
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6.4.2.1 Models
We aim to test some of the simplest transducer models. Firstly there are three
models with only one state but with different numbers of arcs. Then there are
two models where the type of the previous edit operation can influence the
weight of the current operation. Lastly we set up a WFST with many states
and arcs, although this model was computationally expensive to train and use.
Where WFST1 does not have a parameter for character substitutions,
WFST2 and WFST3 add a substitution arc. In WFST2 the parameters are
tied so that there are only four parameters. One of them is the probability of
doing an insertion, one for doing a substitution, one for doing a deletion, and
one for matching characters. We therefore expect that WFST2 might perform
slightly better than using the Levenshtein distance because deletions is more
common than insertions and should therefore have a higher probability.
WFST3, on the other hand, have different parameters for each edit oper-
ation on each symbol. The substitutions in particular can be imagined as a
transition matrix where there is a different weight for every symbol turning
into every other symbol. This will allow the probability of substituting “kat”
for “cat” to be higher than “eat” for “cat”. Certain letters are also much more
likely to be dropped or added, for example we would expect that it is more
likely that the clean version of “runnin” is “running” and not “runninp”.
WFST4 adds some memory of the previous edit operation. Here there are
four states. Each state represents the last edit operation type. If the WFST
is currently in state qi, it means that the last operation was an insertion. If
it is in qm, a character match has just been observed. Similarly, qd represents
character deletion and qs represents character substitution. There are different
parameters for every edit operation given that the previous operation was a
match or a deletion and so forth. So the probability of deleting the letter “r”
might be higher after a substitution. For example when “ever” is transduced
to “eva”, the state machine is in qs after substituting “a” for “e”. The state
machine then moves to qd and the probability of substituting “r” to nothing
can be higher on that arc than “r” to nothing on the other arcs.
WFST5 is similar to WFST4, but there are now only three states. There
is not a distinct state for a character match. The state qm is subsumed under
the character substitution state qs, where a match is now a substitution to the
same character.
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q0start q1 q2
 :   : 
{} × Ω
{(a, b) ∈ Σ× Ω|a = b}
Σ× {}
Figure 6.4: WFST1. A basic edit distance transducer. Σ× {} are deletions,
{} × Σ insertions, and {(a, b) ∈ Σ× Σ|a = b} represent character matches.
Where WFST4 and WFST5 add memory of the previous edit operation’s
type, WFST6 adds memory of both its type and the specific symbols involved.
A state for every input character is added. When an edit operation is per-
formed, the WFST ends up in the state that represents the character that is
consumed in the first string. When another edit operation occurs, the WFST
again moves to the start state. This means that there are different probabil-
ities for any pair (or less) of input characters being transduced to any other
pair (or less) of output characters.
q0start q1 q2
 :   : 
{} × Ω
{(a, b) ∈ Σ× Ω|a = b}
Σ× {}
{(a, b) ∈ Σ× Ω|a 6= b}
Figure 6.5: WFST2 and WFST3. These two WFSTs are the same as WFST1,
except that an arc, {(a, b) ∈ Σ × Ω|a 6= b}, is added to represent character
substitutions. In WFST2, the parameters of each of these four edit operations
are tied. There is therefore only four parameters. In WFST3 on the other
hand, each arc is allowed its own weight.
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AM = {(a, b) ∈ Σ× Ω|a = b}
AS = {(a, b) ∈ Σ× Ω|a 6= b}
AI = {} × Ω














Figure 6.6: WFST4. For each of the four edit operations (insertions, deletions,
substitutions, and matches), a distinct state is added. This adds some memory
of the previous edit operation. Every arc ending at node qi is an insertion arc,
and every arc ending at node qm represents a character match. Arcs ending at
qd are deletions and arcs ending at qs are substitutions. The start state (not
shown), is connected similarly to each of these states.
Table 6.4 shows some typical parameters that were learned on Missp3 to
illustrate the differences between the models. WFST6 is omitted here because
it contains too many parameters. The weights for all deletions are the same
for WFST1 and WFST2, while for the other models different weight for the
deletion of different symbols are allowed. For example, the weight for the
deletion of “E” in WFST3 is more than the weight of the deletion of “D”. This
is expected, as vowels are often dropped to shorten messages [25].
The previous edit operation was an insertion if the current arc comes from
qi, a deletion if the previous state was qd, and so forth for the other edit
operations. For WFST4 and WFST5 we can therefore see that the weights
for the deletion of “E” and “I” are higher if the previous edit operation was
an insertion or a deletion. An example in Missp3 where this might happen
is for “h8”, a variant of “hate”. One possible alignment for this token-pair is
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AS = Σ× Ω
AI = {} × Ω








Figure 6.7: WFST5. This WFST is the same as WFST4, except that the
state qn which represents character matches is subsumed under the character
substitution state qs. This model is thus simpler than WFST4.
qa A0,a = {a} × (Ω ∪ {})
A0,b = {b} × (Ω ∪ {})
...
A0,z = {z} × (Ω ∪ {})
A0, = {} × (Ω ∪ {})
Aa,1 = (Σ ∪ {})× {a}
...















Figure 6.8: WFST6. WFST6 adds memory of the symbols in the input string.
When an “a” is consumed in the input string, the state machine ends up in
qa. From there an insertion, a deletion, or a substitution can be performed to
go back to the start state. There are thus separate parameters for each edit
operation, depending on what symbol the previous operation consumed in the
input string.
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WFST1 WFST2 WFST3 WFST4 WFST6
qm qi qd qs qs qi qd
D 0.226 0.224 0.199 0.087 0.023 0.293 0.031 0.098 0.013 0.439
E 0.226 0.224 0.576 0.185 0.765 0.723 0.047 0.226 0.914 0.889
F 0.226 0.224 0.084 0.025 0.055 0.035 0.030 0.024 0.113 0.062
G 0.226 0.224 0.191 0.081 0.064 0.164 0.030 0.084 0.156 0.292
H 0.226 0.224 0.210 0.069 0.141 0.329 0.033 0.059 0.368 0.541
I 0.226 0.224 0.246 0.078 0.570 0.462 0.029 0.054 0.838 0.749
Table 6.4: Some of the parameter values learned by the WFST models for dele-
tions of different symbols onMissp3. For WFST4 and WFST5, the weights of
the arcs coming from states qi, qd, qs, and qm to qd are shown. So, for example,
the value in the table for symbol “E” and WFST4 qi is 0.765. This is the weight
of a deletion of “E” if the previous edit operation was an insertion. For the full
table, please see Table A.6.
h a t e
h 8  
, which corresponds to the WFST4 state sequence (qm, qs, qd, qd).
The last deletion therefore follows on another deletion, and the last deletion
will have the relatively large weight of 0.723.
6.4.2.2 Classification
For every type of WFST, two models are trained. One is trained for the dataset
of matching word pairs and another one for the dataset of non-matching word
pairs. We thus have p(x|match) and p(x|mismatch). To classify a new word
pair as either matching or non-matching, we use Bayes’ rule to find where the
probability of a match is higher than the probability of a mismatch: If







p(x|match)p(match) > p(x|mismatch)p(mismatch), (6.4.3)
then the word pair x is classified as a match, otherwise it is classified as a
mismatch. The priors, p(match) and p(mismatch) are set to the proportions
of datapoints in each class.
6.4.2.3 Implementation
TheWFSTs described here are implemented with Carmel, an open source finite
state transducer package [26]. Carmel’s EM training command is used to learn
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the parameters from the example word pairs. The models are regularised and
the regularisation parameter is chosen with a validation set. See Appendix
A.2.1 for the results of the validation experiments.
6.4.3 Hidden alignment CRF
An HACRF as described in Section 4.6 is trained on the three datasets. The
topology of its state machine is the same as that of WFST5.
6.4.3.1 Features
Different features sets are experimented with. Recall from Section 4.6 that the








Ψt(x(1),x(2), y, zt, zt+1,λ), (6.4.4)
where each hidden variable stores the current state and the alignment of the
two input strings, zt = (qt, it, jt). Each potential function can thus be a func-
tion of the input strings, the current and next states, and the current positions
in the two strings.
At time step t, the character in the first string at position it is referred to
as the current character in the first string, and the character in the second
input string at position jt as the current character in the second string.
Binary feature functions are chosen that try to capture the appropriate-
ness of a certain alignment. A features is added that activates if the current
character in the first string matches the current character in the second string.
A feature function is added that activates when the character before the
current character in one string equals the current character in the second string,
while the same is true if the strings are exchanged. This feature function thus
activates when a character transposition is present at the current position in
the two strings.
There is a feature function that activates when both the current characters
in the two strings are vowels and one that activates when they are both conso-
nants. Feature functions for vowel to consonant substitutions and consonant
to vowel substitutions are added.
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Feature HACRF1 HACRF2 HACRF3 HACRF4
Character match X X X X
Character transposition X X X X
Characters both vowels X X X X
Characters both not vowels X X X X
Vowel to consonant substitution X X X X
Consonant to vowel substitution X X X X
Character match lookahead X X X
Single character substitution matrix X X
Two character substitution matrix X
Table 6.5: The different features that are implemented for the four different
HACRF models.
To take a wider context into account, feature functions are added that
activate when the next character in one string matches the current character
in the other string.
Lastly, character specific feature functions are added. One set of these
functions activates when a specific pair of characters are present. For example,
when “a” is the current character in the first string and “u” is the current
character in the second string, the feature function f(a,u) activates. Since there
are feature functions for every combination of character pairs, they can be
thought of as being arranged in a transition matrix.
The other set of character specific feature functions represents character
pair substitutions. For example, f(au,ey) activates when the current character
in the first string is “u” and the previous character is “a”, while the current
character in the second string is “y” and its previous character is “e”.
Four different feature sets are used. The combinations are described in
Table 6.5.
6.4.3.2 Implementation
The HACRF model is implemented in C++.5 The implementation is divided
into three modules:
HACRF class: The HACRF class contains the core inference algorithms. It
contains methods to load features, do inference, and return marginals
and derivatives.
5Available at github.com/dirko/hacrf_sparse_cpp
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Learning: Learning loads training examples, instantiates HACRF objects for
each training example, calls their inference routines, and uses the deriva-
tives that they return to train a model file. Learning calls a Python
implementation of the LM-BFGS optimisation algorithm to do the op-
timisation. The implementation is part of the SciPy package, and can
be found under SciPy.optimize.lbfgsb.min_l_bfgs_b. The resulting
parameter vector is written to a file.
Interface: This module provides a command line interface to the other mod-
ules. HACRF objects can be instantiated, inference run on them, and the
results returned. The Learning module is also called from Interface.
As is described in Section 8.3, a more specialised implementation like this one
runs faster than a general CRF library, which allows time for more experimen-
tation.
6.4.3.3 Learning
The four models are trained with an LM-BFGS optimiser. The regularisation
parameter for each model is set with a validation set of 10% of the training
examples. The F1-score (See Section 5.8.1) of the model on the validation
set is calculated for different values of the regularisation parameter and the
parameter value that gives the highest score is chosen to train the final model
on all the training data. The results of these experiments can be found in
Appendix A.2.2.
Figure 6.9 shows a training run with a relatively small dataset comprising
1334 example pairs. The training set is small, so the resulting model does not
generalise well and there is a large gap between the training and validation
accuracies. Early stopping would not be a useful regularisation technique in
this case because specialisation is not causing the validation score to drop as
more optimisation steps are done. We can see that the optimiser has found
an optimum and that training can be stopped because the magnitude of the
derivative has gone to zero.
In contrast, Figure 6.10 shows how much better the same model generalises
when more training data is used. 66714 training examples are used in this case.
The objective function is non-convex and therefore does not necessarily find
a smooth path to a local minimum and has to backtrack often when in non-
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Figure 6.9: Plots of training and validation accuracies as HACRF1 is trained
on Missp2 with 1334 training examples. Note the poor generalisation shown
by the large gap between the training and validation accuracies. On the right
is the magnitude of the objective function and it’s derivative. Note that the
magnitude of the derivative goes to zero as a local optimum is approached.
convex regions (See Section 4.2.3). In this run optimisation is stopped before
the derivative has gone to zero because training takes between three and fifteen
hours to complete 200 iterations, depending on the number of features that
are used. It seems that the point of diminishing returns on the validation set’s
accuracy has been reached and it is not worthwhile continuing this training
run.
We use the smaller datasets to set the regularisation parameters because
the smaller sets run much faster and we assume that a good regularisation
value on the smaller training set will also be a good value on the full training
set. To limit the training time for the training of the final model, training is
stopped after 230 iterations.
6.5 Language model
The language modelling toolkit SRILM is used to implement the language
model [58]. Three of its tools are used:
ngram-count Learns a language model from text. Counts N-grams in the
training text and outputs a language model file.
ngram Sets up an N-gram server. It is a process that runs in the background
and which provides fast access to the N-gram language model.
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Figure 6.10: The training and validation accuracies as HACRF1 is trained
on Missp2 with 66714 training examples. To the right is the corresponding
objective and its derivative’s magnitudes.
lattice-tool Sets up a lattice by using lists of candidate words and the N-
gram server as input. Decodes the lattice. It uses the Viterbi algorithm
to find the most probable sequence of words.
Two language models are trained and then mixed to provide the final lan-
guage model. The first model’s training data is a collection of 68 million tweets
comprising 244 million tokens. The Aspell dictionary is used as the vocabu-
lary. All other tokens are mapped to the unknown token <UNK>. To ensure
that clean Twitter text is modelled, we only use messages where 80% of its
tokens are lexicon words.
The second language model is of more formal language and it uses the
Brown Corpus as training text [22].6
For both these language models, modified Kneser-Ney smoothing is used
as is described by Chen and Goodman [10]. Their method of choosing the
smoothing parameters is also used.
6.6 System integration
The system is built and tested in Ubuntu Linux. Some of the modules use third
party software, so each module is wrapped in a Python script. These scripts
provide a uniform interface to the different modules, and can be invoked by
sending and receiving data either through the standard I/O, or through files.
6The manual is available at http://icame.uib.no/brown/bcm.html
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The data sent and received by the different modules are the messages in
the original graphical model. The graphical model takes the form of a pipeline
system, so we want each of these messages to carry enough information so that
the next module have enough information to work with if it only receives that
message.
The messages must therefore be structured in some way. We consider two
widely used open data exchange standards for structured data.
Extensible Markup Language (XML) A markup language that is suited
to document data [8].
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) A data interchange standard [15].
We decide to use JSON because it is lightweight and we find it more readable.
XML is powerful, but the syntax is unnecessarily verbose for the current task.
In the tokenisation step, each input string is annotated with different to-
kenisations and their probabilities. In the generation step, candidate words are
added. Finally, in the decoding step, the final clean text is added. Figure 6.11
shows the structure of the final JSON message of the input string “2nite!”.
6.7 Conclusion
A modular text normalisation system is presented in this chapter. It takes the
form of a pipeline system, and uses the idea of a chain structured graphical
model to integrate the different modules. The modules are: a tokeniser to
break the input strings into parts, an OOV-classifier to identify correctable
tokens, a candidate generator to find candidate corrections for each token, and
a language model to find the most likely correct sequence of corrected tokens.
For the tokeniser and the candidate generator a generative model based on
WFSTs and a discriminative model based on CRFs are implemented. In the
next chapter their performances are presented and compared.
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Figure 6.11: A tree showing the structure of the final output message. On the
left hand side are the names of the different types of nodes in the message.
On the right is an example of the contents of these nodes for the simple input
string “2nite!”. The tokenisation step adds a list of tokens. Each token has
the “type” and “token” attributes. In the candidate generation step, a list of
candidates is added to the tokens of type W. Each candidate has a “word” and
“weight” attribute. The weight is the value of the message potential for that
word. Finally, during the decoding step, lists of clean versions are added, along
with their potentials.
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Results
The system and its components’ performance on different test data is presented
in this chapter. We look at the performance of the individual modules to
assess how well the machine learning algorithms perform. Then the datasets
on which the system performance is evaluated are introduced. The end-to-
end performance of the system is then looked at. Finally, the effect of text
normalisation on sentiment classification is investigated.
7.1 Module performance
The different modules are trained and evaluated separately. Their individual
performances are presented in this section.
7.1.1 Tokeniser
The WFSA and CRF tokenisers described in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 are tested
on 101 messages with a total of 8270 characters. The performance of the
classifiers are presented in Table 7.1.
It is interesting to note that the FSA with memory, FSA2 (See Figure 6.3),
performs worse than the memoryless FSA1 (See Figure 6.2). FSA1 performs
better on both the training and testing sets. This means that the difference
between it and FSA2 is because FSA2’s regularisation parameter is set to an
inappropriate value. The regularisation parameters of the two models are set
independently with a validation set of 143 tweets. So the regularisation pa-
rameters are set to avoid overfitting in FSA2, which brings its training set
performance closer to that of FSA1. At this level of regularisation, however,
98
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Total labels FSA1 FSA2 CRF1 CRF2 CRF3
Train errors 41142 451 456 168 163 12
Train error % 1.096 1.108 0.4083 0.3962 0.02917
Test errors 8270 117 147 72 63 87
Test error % 1.415 1.778 0.8706 0.7618 1.052
Table 7.1: The per-character error rates of the two FSA tokenisers and the
CRF tokenisers with three different feature sets are presented here. FSA1 is
a memoryless fully connected WFSA, while FSA2 differentiates between the
start of a token and the within-token labels. CRF1 is comparable to FSA2,
in that only the current character is used as a feature. CRF2 uses different
features of the current character, while CRF3 uses different features of the
current character and characters around it.
it still performs worse on the test set. The results of the experiments on
the validation data to set the regularisation parameter can be found in Ap-
pendix A.1.1.
The CRF1 and FSA2 models are comparable. Both use only the current
character as input feature. The discriminative CRF performs better than the
generative FSA in this case. When more features of the current character
are added, as in CRF2, the CRF performs even better. However, when the
window is enlarged the performance drops again due to overfitting as shown
by the large difference between the training and testing scores of CRF3.
7.1.2 Generation
The candidate generation module (See Section 6.4) is trained as a classifier, but
ultimately it is to be used as a scoring function. There are thus two different
roles that the module must be evaluated for. Firstly we look at the classifi-
cation performance by computing F1-scores (See Section 5.8.1). Secondly, the
ability of each model to rank candidates is evaluated by using N-best lists (See
Section 5.8.2).
7.1.2.1 WFST
Figure 7.1 summarises the performance of the different WFSTs for the task of
classifying word pairs as matches or mismatches.
The scores on the unbalanced datasets Missp1 and Missp3 are lower than
on Missp2. Missp3 does not consist mostly of pairs within one edit of each
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Figure 7.1: Box and whiskers plots of the F1-scores of different WFST mod-
els on the three datasets. Ten training runs on different folds of the data
were done. For every model the F1-score on the training data is plotted first,
followed by the test score.
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other like the other two datasets, and is therefore a more difficult problem
which explains the models’ lower performance. The fact that the models per-
form better on Missp2 than on Missp1 might be partly because Missp1 is
unbalanced while Missp2 is not. Further investigation is necessary to confirm
this.
WFST4 and WFST5 are similar models and obtain similar scores. The
simpler WFST5 even does marginally better onMissp1 andMissp2, although
its scores vary more.
The testing scores are close to the training scores for all the models. This
means that the models are not overfitting, and that the performance may be
improved by using more complicated models or adding parameters.
WFST6, the transducer that models two-character edits, is more compli-
cated but fails to improve the score. It is also not overfitting, which means
that regularisation is limiting overfitting. The first row of Table A.3, repro-
duced here in Table 7.2, shows that the training F1-score does increase with
model complexity. WFST6 does indeed overfit when there is no regularisation.
When the regularisation is added, however, it performs worse than the other
models perform with regularisation. The fact that it performs worse than the
less powerful models means that an inappropriate regularisation parameter is
chosen with the validation set because the validation set is too small, or that
this type of model does not fit the data well.
Set Reg WFST1 WFST2 WFST3 WFST4 WFST5 WFST6
Train 0.0 0.6064 0.6069 0.6414 0.7119 0.7074 0.7637
Val 0.0 0.6248 0.6248 0.6141 0.6401 0.6446 0.6496
Table 7.2: F1-scores for the unregularised WFST models on the training and
validation sets for Missp1. Note that the models with more parameters have
better training set performance.
1-best 3-best 20-best 100-best
WFST5 on Missp1 0.7652 0.8330 0.8691 0.8781
WFST5 on Missp2 0.6250 0.8250 0.9425 0.9700
WFST4 on Missp3 0.3646 0.5089 0.7165 0.8051
Table 7.3: N-best accuracy of the WFSTs.
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Missp1 Missp2 Missp3
HACRF1 Train 0.950 0.861 0.815
HACRF1 Test 0.924 0.850 0.656
HACRF2 Train 0.966 0.850 0.741
HACRF2 Test 0.908 0.845 0.665
HACRF3 Train 0.953 0.867 0.814
HACRF3 Test 0.888 0.859 0.713
HACRF4 Train 0.968 0.872 0.904
HACRF4 Test 0.910 0.863 0.705
Table 7.4: The F1-scores of the different HACRF models on the training and
testing data.
The N-best performance of the WFSTs that performed the best on the
classification task is presented in Table 7.3. Here we omitted WFST6 in favour
of WFST5 for Missp1 because WFST6 takes impractically long to train and
apply.
For Missp3, the WFST gets only about half of the first-best rate of state
of the art candidate generators (See Section 5.9). For higher values of N it
compares with spell checkers for informal text that are based on the longest
common subsequence.
These values are a higher bound on the recall possible in the final normal-
isation system. N-best lists are passed to the language model module where
words are re-scored and where words that rank lower in the N-best lists might
possibly be selected as the final candidate. If the correct word is not in the
list, however, it is impossible to identify the correct message in the final step.
7.1.2.2 HACRF
Table 7.4 shows the classification results for the different HACRFs on the three
datasets. For the simple dataset Missp1, which contains mostly misspellings
that are one edit operation from the correct word, the simplest HACRF does
the best. The other HACRFs overfit on this dataset as can be seen by the
large difference between the training and testing performance.
For Missp2, the most powerful HACRF, namely HACRF4, performs the
best. ForMissp3, however, it overfits and the simpler HACRF3 scores higher.
When the models are used to generate candidate words for the test tokens
in each of the three datasets, the models that are trained on Missp1 seem to
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Dataset Featureset 1-best 3-best 20-best 100-best
Missp1 HACRF1 0.7652 0.8465 0.8691 0.8758
HACRF2 0.6998 0.8014 0.8691 0.8736
HACRF3 0.6885 0.8081 0.8668 0.8736
HACRF4 0.7065 0.8375 0.8691 0.8736
Missp2 HACRF1 0.0050 0.0275 0.1050 0.3025
HACRF2 0.0050 0.0125 0.0725 0.2150
HACRF3 0.0050 0.0075 0.0425 0.1175
HACRF4 0.0025 0.0275 0.0850 0.2100
Missp3 HACRF1 0.0000 0.0076 0.0430 0.1190
HACRF2 0.0025 0.0101 0.0430 0.1114
HACRF3 0.0253 0.0405 0.1367 0.2228
HACRF4 0.0076 0.0177 0.0658 0.1519
Table 7.5: N-best performance of the HACRF models with the initial training
data. Although the scores for Missp2 and Missp3 are so low that we might
not want to draw too many conclusions, it seems as if HACRF1 does the best
on Missp1 and Missp2, and that HACRF3 does the best on Missp3.
give reasonable suggestions, while the HACRFs that are trained on the other
two datasets give poor suggestions, as can be seen in Table 7.5. When the
outputs of the two poorly performing HACRFs are inspected, we find that all
suggestions are either two-letter words, or very long words as can be seen in
Table 7.6. Even though the models seem to break on this task, the relative
performance of the different feature-sets correlate with their performance on
the classification task. HACRF1 performs best on Missp1, and HACRF3 per-
forms best onMissp3. ForMissp2, HACRF4 did the best for the classification
task but here it does slightly worse than HACRF1.
A possible reason for the failure of good performance on the classification
task to carry over to the word ranking task is that the classifier is very confident
about very long or very short words. It is thus possible that the magnitude
of probability of a match is not a good measure of how good the match is.
To test whether a distance measure is learned at all, we generated words and
ranked them by looking only at the unnormalised potential of a match Zmatch,
thus disregarding the influence of the mismatch partition function. The result
of this experiment can be found in Table 7.7. OnMissp2, this setup produced
reasonable scores and the performance improved dramatically. The scores for
Missp1 and Missp3, however, decreased slightly. We hypothesise that the
potentials associated with the matching states do learn a reasonable distance
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WFST5 on Missp1
meterologist 0.36 pertubation 0.4 opponant 0.51
meteorologist 0.031 permutation 1.2e-05 opponent 0.0025
neurologist 6.3e-07 probation 2.4e-06 opponents 0.00022
meteorology 2.5e-07 permutations 1e-06 opponent’s 1.9e-05
meteorological 1.6e-07 operation 8.1e-07 poignant 6.3e-06
WFST5 on Missp2
mushroomy 0.21 cavaties 0.49 macdonalds 0.26
mushroom 0.005 cavities 0.043 macdonald 0.0062
mushroomed 0.0019 cavatina 0.01 mcdonald’s 0.0021
mushrooms 0.0012 excavations 0.0017 mcdonald 0.0004
mushrooming 0.00034 caveat’s 0.0017 macedonia 6.5e-06
WFST4 on Missp3
asz 0.057 yahh 0.24 somewhr 0.13
ask 0.0049 yah 0.007 somewhere 0.0022
asp 0.0043 yahoo 0.0033 somewhat 0.00071
ass 0.0042 yahweh 0.0019 somewhen 0.00068
ash 0.0032 yaw 0.0011 somewheres 0.00065
HACRF1 on Missp1
meterologist 0.52 pertubation 0.92 opponant 0.48
meteorologist 0.48 probation 0.056 opponent 0.47
urologist 0.0031 pertain 0.0096 opponents 0.033
neurologist 0.00059 permutation 0.0041 pont 0.0045
geologist 0.00037 petition 0.004 conant 0.0022
HACRF4 on Missp2
(mushroomy) (cavities) (macdonalds)
qm 1.0 ’s 1.0 gm 1.0
by 1.0 ks 0.01 qm 1.0
mu 1.0 cz 0.01 rms 1.0
ms 1.0 bs 0.01 mds 1.0
mr 1.0 ms 0.01 mr 1.0
HACRF3 on Missp3
(yahh) (somewhr)
az 0.048 ye 0.056 sr 0.01
assassinate 0.034 uv 0.04 cm 0.01
assassin 0.026 yr 0.04 sw 0.01
assassination 0.026 ia 0.035 cf 0.01
asz 0.025 uk 0.033 sd 0.01
Table 7.6: Examples of words generated by the WFST and HACRF models.
Three noisy tokens from each dataset are shown. The top five candidates for
each noisy token are shown along with their scores. The original token was
also scored and is printed in bold. For HCRF4 and HCRF3 the original token
scores lower than at least five other tokens.
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1-best 3-best 20-best 100-best
Missp1 HACRF1 0.5530 0.6975 0.8104 0.8533
Missp2 HACRF4 0.3800 0.5775 0.8300 0.9225
Missp3 HACRF3 0.0025 0.0101 0.0304 0.0608
Table 7.7: N-best performance of the HACRF models with the original training
data. Here word-pairs are scored by using Zmatch in stead of p(match) =
Zmatch
Zmatch+Zmismatch
. The performance for Missp2 improves, but it is worse for the
other two test sets.
measure in the case of Missp2, but that the edit distance information is con-
centrated in the potentials associated with mismatching states for Missp3.
For Missp1, both types of potentials contribute, with the matching potentials
contributing more to the final probabilities. Since it is not possible to know
beforehand whether useful distance information will be found in the match-
ing or the mismatching potentials, it is not a good idea to use the partition
values as distance scores. Something that can be investigated in the future is
whether good distances can be found if either the matching or mismatching
potentials are fixed during training. The mismatching partition, for example,
can be fixed at the values that a probabilistic Levenshtein transducer would
produce.
Another possible reason that good classification performance does not carry
over to the ranking task is that the training data are not representative of the
example pairs that occur during candidate generation. This is indeed the case,
as matching training pairs are sampled according to how commonly misspelled
words are distributed, while the mismatching training pairs are automatically
generated. Initially, only informative negative examples are used to train the
system to reduce training time. We hypothesised that training examples with
low Levenshtein distance, but that are known to be mismatches, will be the
most informative (See Section 6.4.1). It seems, however, that this hypothesis
is false. Examples of very bad matches are never seen by the model, so it never
learns to penalise word pairs with a large length difference. This will explain
why only very long or very short candidates are generated.
A better policy for the generation of training examples would be to sample
them from the distribution of their actual occurrence. Unfortunately, the set
of positive word pairs is fixed and we do not have control over how they are
sampled, and the associated distribution of negative examples is unknown.
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1-best 3-best 20-best 100-best
HACRF1 Missp1 0.1580 0.2799 0.6366 0.8217
HACRF4 Missp2 0.3000 0.4500 0.7475 0.9075
HACRF3 Missp3 0.0633 0.1519 0.3924 0.6709
Table 7.8: N-best performance of the HACRF models on the revised training
data. Training the models with the alternative dataset improves the scores on
Missp2 and Missp3, but the score on Missp1 goes down.
Missp1 Missp2 Missp3
WFSTs 5, 5, and 4: Train 0.637 0.728 0.440
WFSTs 5, 5, and 4: Test 0.666 0.727 0.426
HACRFs 1, 4, and 3: Train 0.950 0.872 0.814
HACRFs 1, 4, and 3: Test 0.924 0.863 0.713
Table 7.9: The F1-scores of the best scoring WFST and HACRF for each
dataset.
We therefore engineer a set of negative training examples so that it is more
representative of word pairs that will be found during candidate generation.
Negative examples are chosen so that 50% have low Levenshtein distance, as
was the case previously. 30% are chosen uniformly from the lexicon. The
lexicon consists mostly of long words, so we found it necessary to explicitly
add shorter examples 20% of the time. There is thus examples of bad matches
that are either too long or too short.
The result of the evaluation with this new training set is shown in Table 7.8.
The performance on Missp2 and Missp3 improved and the performance on
Missp1 decreased. The performance is thus sensitive to which negative ex-
amples are used. Further improvements are possible by experimenting with
different training sets, but a situation where this is necessary is of course not
ideal.
7.1.2.3 Comparison
Table 7.9 summarises the classification performance of the classifiers. The
discriminative HACRF outperform the WFSTs. The WFSTs seem to struggle
with the unbalanced data especially, but even on the balanced datasetMissp2
the HACRFs do better.
For word generation, however, the WFSTs give much more usable results
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1-best 3-best 20-best 100-best
WFST5 on Missp1 0.7652 0.8330 0.8691 0.8781
WFST5 on Missp2 0.6250 0.8250 0.9425 0.9700
WFST4 on Missp3 0.3646 0.5089 0.7165 0.8051
HACRF1 on Missp1 0.1580 0.2799 0.6366 0.8217
HACRF4 on Missp2 0.3000 0.4500 0.7475 0.9075
HACRF3 on Missp3 0.0633 0.1519 0.3924 0.6709
Table 7.10: The N-best accuracy of the different models on the different test
sets.
as can be seen in Table 7.10.
We conclude that it is easy to get a discriminative model to work well
on the classification task, and a generative model to work well for candidate
generation, but not the other way around.
7.1.3 Language model
The language model as described in Section 6.5 is evaluated for different
smoothing settings and different N-gram orders. KN1, KN2, and KN3 de-
note the first, second, and third non-interpolated Kneser-Ney (KN) smoothed
N-gram language models. KNI1, KNI2, and KN13 are their interpolated coun-
terparts. As can be seen in Table 7.11, the difference between the training and
testing perplexity increases with N-gram order. The third order model’s score
is, however, still the highest. Overfitting is therefore not a problem in this
case. The interpolated version of KN smoothing works better than the non-
interpolated version for 3-grams.
Data KN1 KN2 KN3 KNI1 KNI2 KNI3
Train 298.409 127.108 118.513 298.203 123.708 107.699
Test 303.881 142.654 141.807 303.645 142.511 133.299
Table 7.11: Perplexity scores for different order N-gram language models for
Kneser-Ney smoothing (KN), and interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing (KNI).
KNI does better than KN for higher order N-grams, because the training data
is fit better without a large increase in the degree of overfitting. KNI3 has the
lowest overall perplexity on the test data.
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7.2 Datasets
Two datasets are available to evaluate the performance of the system. The
first is a word aligned collection of 549 tweets set up by Han and Baldwin [28].
In this dataset, denoted TweetsAligned, only single word substitutions
are considered. We include it so that a comparison can be made with other
systems.
Secondly, we normalised a collection of 2500 tweets by hand. Care is taken
to avoid using the same tweets for this dataset as were used for the tokenisation
and word generation datasets. The tweets are sampled from a different period
in the public timeline than those of the other datasets. We denote this dataset
with TweetsUnAligned.
For every unknown token, we use an online slang dictionary along with the
context of the unknown token to manually find the standard form of the word.
The following guidelines are used to set up this dataset:
• Since the high level goal is to train a preprocessor for other NLP tools,
we try to normalise the text to the level in which these tools are trained.
• Standard contractions like “can’t” and “we’re” are kept as they are.
• Acronyms and initialism are kept as they are. This is for both formal
abbreviations like CRF (conditional random field), and informal abbre-
viations like IDK (I don’t know).
• Tweets that are longer than 140 characters are often truncated and a
hyperlink is added to a page containing the rest of the message. Some-
times a message is truncated so that a word is cut in half. These cases
are treated individually. If it is clear what the truncated word should
be, it is normalised. Otherwise it is left as it is.
• Slang words such as “gotta” and “wanna” are kept. The two relatively
new words “finna” (going to find a) and “tryna” (trying to) are also kept.
The word “Imma” (I am going to) is normalised to “I’mma”. If necessary,
these slang words can be expanded easily enough later on.
Surprisingly, no words are too ambiguous to normalise in the dataset. It is of
course possible that not all the ambiguities are recognised.
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Recognition Correction WER
Precision Recall Precision Recall
Dictionary 0.7554 0.5491 0.6734 0.4896 0.05658
WFST5 Missp1 0.4871 0.6770 0.1624 0.2258 0.1086
WFST5 Missp2 0.4914 0.6785 0.1787 0.2468 0.1054
WFST4 Missp3 0.4915 0.6805 0.2180 0.3018 0.1022
WFST5 Missp1+OOV 0.6419 0.4070 0.2432 0.1542 0.0807
WFST5 Missp2+OOV 0.6428 0.4063 0.3500 0.2212 0.0763
WFST4 Missp3+OOV 0.6428 0.4061 0.3307 0.2089 0.0770
Table 7.12: Results for TweetsUnAligned. The WER of the unnormalised
text is 0.0760. The dictionary lookup system is the only one that corrects
more errors than it produces. The OOV recognition module helps to reduce
the WER but not enough to make the system viable.
7.3 System performance
The normalisation system described in the previous chapter is used to nor-
malise the two test datasets. We use the CRF tokeniser with the lowest error
to tokenise all the messages. Candidate words are then generated with the
WFSTs that are trained on the three different datasets. The HACRFs are not
evaluated for this task as their performance on the candidate generation task
already shows that it would not be worthwhile.
The N-best lists produced by the candidate generators are then rescored
with the smoothed third-order language model and decoded with the language
modelling tool to find the candidate normalisations of the messages.
As a baseline, we use the word pairs used to train the word generation
models as a lookup dictionary. If a token is in Missp1, Missp2, or Missp3,
the correct version is added to the list of candidate corrections with a weight
of one. This N-best list is then passed to the language modelling module
where the weights are normalised to one. The resulting lattice is rescored and
decoded as usual.
The results on TweetsUnAligned is presented in Table 7.12. The dic-
tionary lookup system reduces the WER from 2671 edit operations
35150 total operations = 0.0760 to
2325 edit operations
35208 total operations = 0.0660.
The other systems introduce more errors than they correct. The WFSTs
without the OOV recognition module cannot improve the WER since 53% of
the OOV tokens should not be normalised. When dictionary candidates are
generate for all OOV tokens, 53% of these tokens will thus be changed to to
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No LM KNI3
Accuracy WER Accuracy WER
Dictionary 0.6931 0.03440 0.7007 0.03354
WFST5 Missp1 0.1318 0.09732 0.3136 0.07695
WFST5 Missp2 0.2383 0.08538 0.3499 0.07287
WFST4 Missp3 0.2020 0.08946 0.4640 0.06008
Table 7.13: Results for the TweetsAligned dataset with and without a
language model. The WER of the original text is 0.1121. The accuracy is the
fraction of oracle OOV tokens that is correctly normalised.
something incorrect even if the correct candidates is found for the 47% that
should be corrected. When the WFSTs’ correction recall (See Section 5.8.4)
is compared to that of the dictionary system, it is interesting to note that
more of the errors are indeed corrected by the more flexible WFSTs, as one
would expect. The dictionary’s correction precision is again higher as can be
expected from a system that only changes well-known lexical variants.
When the OOV classifier is added, the recognition precision goes up be-
cause tokens that should be corrected are more accurately identified. The
performance of the classifier, however, is still too weak to counter the low
precision of the WFSTs and thereby improve the WER. Future work should
concentrate on improving the OOV-classifier.
It is interesting to note that without the OOV-classifier, the WFST that is
trained on Missp3 performs the best, while with the OOV module the WFST
that is trained on Missp2 does better. This is because the OOV-classifier
throws out the difficult tokens that the Missp2-trained generator would have
struggled with anyways. The remaining tokens are thus nearer toMissp2 than
Missp3.
The performance of the system on TweetsAligned can be found in Ta-
ble 7.13. Here an oracle OOV-classifier is used to show the effect of the lan-
guage model on the performance of the system and the best performance the
system will achieve if a perfect OOV-classifier is implemented. The language
model is beneficial, more than doubling the number of corrections for the best
performing WFST.
Here the dictionary does better than on TweetsUnAligned. This is
probably not because the dictionary has been contaminated by the popularly
used test dataset TweetsAligned, but because the oracle OOV-classifier is
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used.
In Table 7.13 it can be seen that the model trained onMissp3 performs the
best with the addition of the language model. Without the language model,
however, Missp2 does better. This means that for the tokens that must be
corrected in this dataset, the Missp2 model gives better first-best predictions
while theMissp3 model often has the correct candidate a bit lower in the can-
didate list. Missp3 is closer to the incorrect tokens in TweetsAligned, but
is also more difficult to learn as can be seen by the lower N-best performance
in Table 7.10. The applicability and the learnability of the data are thus in
opposition here.
7.4 Effect on sentiment task
The usefulness of the normalisation system as a preprocessor for some other
text-mining task is evaluated. There is some interest in automatically gauging
the sentiment of tweets [50]. Companies can use sentiment analysis to do
market research and can supplement the use of feedback forms with sentiment
tools to evaluate their products.
A simple sentiment analyser is a two-class text classification system. Every
input message is classified as showing either positive or negative sentiment. A
company such as Microsoft can then search for tweets containing the word
“Microsoft”, automatically classify each one, and either average to roughly
gauge sentiment about the company, or find the most negative or most positive
tweets to see where they should concentrate their effort.
The task is first described in [51] as a positive/negative classification prob-
lem. Training data is generated by taking film reviews from www.imdb.com,
an online film review database, and classifying the reviews that give a film
2.5 or more stars out of 5 as positive and less than 2.5 stars as negative. An
SVM classifier is trained on the bag of words of each review and an accuracy
of 82.9% is obtained.
An annotated tweet sentiment dataset is available.1 Tweets containing the
words “Microsoft”, “Apple”, “Google”, and “Twitter” are classified by hand as
positive, negative, neutral, or not applicable.
1Available at http://www.sananalytics.com/lab/twitter-sentiment/
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q0start q1 q2 qf
Figure 7.2: A state machine describing the allowed state transitions of the
HCRF with hidden variables with a cardinality of two. The start state q0 and
end states qf are not counted.
We hypothesise that a logistic regression (See Section 4.3) or HCRF (See
Section 4.5) classifier’s error is lower if it is trained and tested on cleaned text
than if it is trained and tested on the raw noisy text. This is because the
data is less sparse and information can better be shared. The word “gud”
might be present in the testing set but only the standard form “good” in the
training data. If “gud” is normalised to “good” before classification, it should
be recognised as giving evidence that the message has positive sentiment. We
use the dictionary-based normaliser to automatically normalise the tweets.
An HCRF model as described in Section 4.5 is implemented with one fea-
ture per dictionary word.2 When the hidden variable has a cardinality of 1,
the HCRF is in effect a logistic regression classifier. When the hidden variable
can take on more values, the model changes from a bag of words model to a
model that can take the order of words into account. We constrain the hidden
units so that the hidden variable at a certain time-step can only take on a
value equal to or greater than the variable at the previous time-step, as seen
in Figure 7.2.
The intuition for this choice of model is that some words convey ambiguous
sentiment on their own and that their context provides the polarity of the
sentiment. For example, the word “good” usually conveys positive sentiment,
but when used after “not” or “never” it usually conveys negative sentiment. A
model with two states would have the potential to identify regions in an input
message where sentiment is negated by switching to the second state in those
regions for example.
The results on the sentiment classification task is summarised in Table 7.14.
The regularisation is set with a validation set of 10% of the total training ex-
amples. The HCRF with hidden units with a cardinality of one is equivalent
to a logistic regression classifier, but increasing the cardinality does not have
2Available at github.com/dirko/hcrf_sparse_python.
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Hidden units Training acc Testing acc #Correct (762)
Noisy tweets 0 97.07% 79.92% 609
Noisy tweets 1 96.97% 79.79% 608
Noisy tweets 2 97.22% 79.13% 603
Cleaned tweets 0 96.75% 80.45% 613
Cleaned tweets 1 96.84% 80.18% 611
Cleaned tweets 2 96.90% 80.45% 613
Table 7.14: Results of the sentiment classification task. Above, the HCRF
is trained and tested on the raw input text. The number of hidden units
does not have a significant effect on the performance. Below, the HCRF is
trained and tested on the cleaned text. There is no significant improvement
in performance. The test set consists of 762 tweets.
a significant effect on the performance. The initialisation of the HCRF pa-
rameters is probably where future work should concentrate. For the current
experiment parameters are initialised uniformly randomly on [−0.001, 0.001].
Other intervals can be experimented with. Reasonable feature–state combina-
tions could also be interesting. One possibility is to start the HCRF in state
0, and to initialise the parameters so that the HCRF changes to state 1 if
the word “not” is observed. Sentences with negation can possibly be handled
better in this way.
The performance on the cleaned tweets is slightly higher than on the orig-
inal tweets. Significance is tested with McNemar’s test and the following p
values are obtained: 0.265 for the HCRFs with hidden units with a cardinality
of 1; 0.063 for the HCRFs with hidden units with a cardinality of 2; and 0.607
for the HCRFs with hidden units with a cardinality of 3. For more on the tests
see Table A.12. The difference is thus not significant because none of the p
values are lower than 0.05.
This experiment shows that the use of a dictionary based normaliser does
not significantly affect the performance of our HCRF or logistic regression
sentiment classifier. The dictionary normaliser has a low recall, so it is possible
that a normaliser that corrects more of the tokens will affect the sentiment
results. This has to be investigated further. Further experimentation is also
necessary to gauge whether more sophisticated sentiment classifiers will be
more sensitive to the presence of noise. Some sentiment classification systems,
for example, first parse the input text before classification is done [20].
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7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we evaluated the normalisation system. First the different
modules were tested individually. It is found that the CRF tokeniser works
better than a comparable WFSA tokeniser when they are trained on the same
data. The CRF, however, can use features that the WFSAs cannot use and
the performance is then even better.
Secondly, the candidate generation module is evaluated. For the task of
classifying word-pairs as matches or mismatches, HACRFs do better than the
WFSTs. For scoring and ranking token-candidate pairs, however, the WFSTs
give better results.
When the different modules are arranged into a pipeline and the end-to-
end performance is evaluated, it is found that the OOV-classification module is
important. TheWFSTs introduce more errors than they correct. With a better
OOV-classifier, WER would go down as is shown on the TweetsAligned test
data. The addition of a language model is shown to have a significant positive
effect on the classification accuracy.
Lastly, the normalisation system is used as a preprocessing step for a sen-
timent classifier but has negligible effect.
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Conclusion
In this chapter we start with a short summary of the work, followed by the main
conclusions. Recommendations, especially those pertaining to the practical
aspects of the work are then given. Finally, questions that arose during the
project and that can be tackled in the future are discussed.
8.1 Summary
The models used in this project, namely WFSTs, logistic regression, linear-
chain CRFs, HCRFs, and HACRFs are special cases of probabilistic graphical
models. Inference is efficient on all these models because dynamic program-
ming algorithms for inference exist for graphical models. The algorithms take
advantage of the graph structure and the algebraic properties of semirings.
CRFs are discriminatively trained graphical models that model the con-
ditional probability that is used for classification directly. Training is done
with a Newton-Raphson type optimisation algorithm. It uses the gradient
of the regularised log likelihood of the training examples with respect to the
parameter vector. The gradient can be computed as the difference between
the expected value of the parameters over the empirical distribution and the
expected value of the parameters over the model distribution. These can be
computed once inference is done and since inference is efficient, training is also
efficient.
WFSMs and CRFs are implemented and experiments performed on them.
The task is the lexical normalisation of Twitter messages. A pipeline architec-
ture is used to break the task into four smaller tasks. These smaller modules
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can be seen as subgraphs of a larger probabilistic graphical model, and the
messages between them are the dynamic programming messages. The four
modules include a tokeniser, a correct candidate generator for ill-formed to-
kens, an OOV-classifier to identify the tokens that must be corrected, and a
language model to find the most likely candidates given the context.
Lastly, an experiment was performed to see whether an HCRF model im-
proves the accuracy of a sentiment classifier on tweets, and whether using a
lexical normaliser as a pre-processing step improves the performance of the
classifier.
8.2 Conclusions
From the theoretical part of the investigation we conclude that it is worthwhile
to study probabilistic graphical models and finite state machines (FSMs) to-
gether. In many cases, FSMs and PGMs describe the same models, and it is
useful to have different perspective from which to look at a problem. Further-
more, for chain structured PGMs, FSMs provide a finer grained representation
of the allowable transitions between the random variables in the chain as we
saw with the HCRF in the sentiment experiment.
It is also interesting to note that there are often generative and discrimi-
native versions of the same PGM structure, forming generative-discriminative
pairs. It is useful to know both, since sometimes the discriminative version
works better as we saw with the tokeniser, and sometimes the generative ver-
sion is a more natural fit to the problem as we saw with the candidate gener-
ation.
From the tokenisation experiment, we conclude that it is possible to learn
tokenisers from examples. Traditionally, rule based FSAs are used. While they
are fast, it is difficult to make them flexible enough to give reasonable tokeni-
sations in domains such as Twitter where many novel character combinations
are found. It is also useful to simultaneously tokenise and classify the tokens.
The type of the token can then be used further on in the pipeline. While the
CRF is slower, its error rate is about half that of the WFSA.
From the word generation experiments, we conclude that HACRFs classify
word pairs as either matching or non-matching better than WFSTs. This
superiority does not translate into a better candidate generator, however. The
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model is applied to a task for which it is not directly trained, which means that
its training setup should be designed to be as near to the final task as possible.
In the case of the HACRF, the word generation performance is sensitive to the
negative examples that the models sees during training. Tweaking the training
data to improve the performance on a different task is not ideal because it takes
time and is expensive, but is unavoidable in this case.
We also showed that the direct optimisation of HACRFs is possible. Previ-
ously the model has been trained with EM. Unfortunately, time did not permit
a proper comparison between these two techniques for the HACRF, but it can
be investigated in the future.
For the normalisation system as a whole, the lexicon that defines the in-
vocabulary and out-of-vocabulary tokens is found to be important. For the
dataset we tested, more than half of the tokens that were not in the lexicon
were well-formed. When the system tried to correct these, it changed them to
something incorrect. More errors were thus introduced than could be corrected
even with a perfect candidate generation module. To counter this, a better
lexicon is thus necessary, or another way of identifying the tokens that must
be corrected and the tokens that must be left alone. We started to experi-
ment with a classifier that uses the character N-grams as features to solve this
problem.
Except for the OOV module, the performance of the candidate generation
module provides an upper bound on the performance of the system as a whole.
Improvements here will therefore translate into better system performance as
well.
From the fact that the systems that used the WFST trained onMissp3 and
Missp2 fared better than those trained onMissp1 we conclude that in-domain
training data is better than other data, which is not surprising. Missp3 did
not always produce better results thanMissp2, althoughMissp2 was gathered
using a cruder mechanism. This is probably because the OOV-classifier only
passed the “easier” tokens to the generation step, and the Missp3 examples
are more difficult to learn.
The language model is shown to re-score candidate tokens effectively. The
accuracy of the best performing WFST doubled with the addition of the lan-
guage model.
The addition of hidden units and the normalisation of the text did not
significantly affect the output in the sentiment analysis experiment. We ex-
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pect that the training accuracy at least will increase as the model complexity
increases with the addition of the hidden states. The fact that this does not
happen might be because of the way that the parameters are initialised. With
better initialisation the training might be able to find a better local optimum.
Further investigation is necessary here.
Although normalisation did not improve the classification rate, the scores
also did not go down. Further investigation is necessary to see whether a
statistically significant increase in accuracy can be obtained with a better
normaliser or with more data.
8.3 Recommendations
We briefly look at some practical recommendation sprouting from the imple-
mentation of the system.
During the course of the project, an inference library for general discrete
CRFs was implemented. It is, however, not used for any of the experiments
because:
• the specialised logistic regression and linear-chain CRF packages that are
already available are much more efficient and run orders of magnitude
faster,
• any other more complicated model would run even slower because an
approximate method such as loopy belief propagation would have to be
used. The approach taken in this project was rather to put simpler
models together than build one big model.
• The inference algorithms that were implemented are not general enough
to implement an HACRF.
So the CRF inference library implementation is too general to be fast, but not
general enough to be able to implement an HACRF. It was then decided to
rather concentrate on building practical HACRF software.
The computational overhead involved in having a general CRF system is
high at this stage. It might become worthwhile once computational power
increases, or when a highly optimised package becomes available. For WF-
STs, this has already happened and such packages are available and general
operation are fast.
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For a project such as this where different software packages are used to
implement a larger system, it seems that a large part of the code will inevitably
be scripting glue to process the input and output of the modules. These scripts
are difficult to maintain and document. What we found to be helpful in this
case is to implement the input and output data processing in Python, and the
whole pipeline in a Bash script. The output of each intermediate step is stored
in a different file so that an experiment can be resumed at any point. Every
experiment can then live in its own directory and the Bash script provides
some documentation as to what happened.
It is also helpful to have a uniform interface for as many of the scripts and
other modules as possible. This reduces the need for documentation. The
liblinear [21] (part of libsvm) package’s interface, which we found easy to
use and understand, is used as a model for our implementations of HACRFs
and HCRFs.
For the candidate generation module, none of the models that we tested did
as well as the state-of-the-art hybrid systems. We did find that a WFST-type
model is a better starting point if a high performance system is to be imple-
mented. From the literature it is clear that models that use longest common
subsequence information, together with lexical and phonemic information will
have the highest first-best accuracies (See Section 5.9). Practical text normal-
isation systems should start with one of these or a combination of them.
8.4 Future Work
There are numerous ways in which the system can be improved:
• For the tokeniser, and indeed for any of the CRF models, better features
can always be investigated. For the tokenisation, it seems as if taking a
bigger window and also higher order character N-grams leads to overfit-
ting. Restricting it to just character bigrams would possibly be better.
It would also be interesting to implement a feature to check for matching
brackets and quotes.
• Together with this, feature selection with `1 regularisation can be inves-
tigated for all the CRF models.
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• There are a few other typical errors that the tokeniser made that can be
remedied with more training data.
• The OOV-classification module needs some work before it will work well.
Again, better features can be experimented with. In [28], the word-
context is also added. To incorporate context into the model here and
also later on in the language model does not seem elegant. A better
open-vocabulary language model that breaks OOV tokens into smaller
parts is therefore a better option. Parts of speech and named entity
recognition can then also be incorporated.
• The error measure used for the OOV-classifier can be changed. At the
moment, the false accept and false reject rates on the training data are
the same. The system would work better if tokens are only identified
as correctable when the system’s confidence is high, thus improving the
recognition precision, lowering the recall, but improving the WER. A
more Bayesian integration of the modules will be beneficial in this case.
• The generation of negative examples for the HACRF candidate generator
must be further investigated. If a model of the sampling of matching
word-pairs can be constructed, reasonable non-matching pairs can then
be sampled from the list of all non-matching word-pairs.
• The dictionary normaliser is found to give good results, but it is not
capable of correcting novel tokens like the edit-distance type normalisers.
A hybrid system as is proposed in [24] may therefore give the best of both.
Other than improving the current system, other extensions are possible:
• The system can be set up to work in an unsupervised way. An EM-
type iteration will take noisy text and correct it with a normaliser that
is initialised with reasonable parameters. This might lead to further
correction becoming likely according to the language model, so the word-
level normaliser’s parameters can be updated. This in effect builds a
model of the channel when large amounts of noisy and clean data are
available.
• There is a need for a CRF package that can handle deletions and in-
sertions. With such a package one would be able to implement both
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linear-chain CRFs and HACRFs, and maybe combine them as one can
do with WFSAs and WFSTs. Software available at the moment can only
use CRFs to do labelling, while CRFs can be used much like WFSTs.
• Since the whole system can be thought of a graphical model, joint train-
ing of all the modules are possible. Although this would be slow, it
would eliminate many of the problems we had with training and testing
conditions not being the same.
Finally, some question came up that we did not have enough time to ex-
plore:
• How can HCRFs be effectively used for sentiment classification? How
can they be initialised or trained to give better results?
• Is it better to train HACRFs with EM or by directly using the gradient?
• It seems that sentiment classification with a bag-of-words type model is
robust against noise. What types of NLP tasks are negatively influenced
by noise and how tolerant are they to informal language usage?
The investigation of informal and noisy text is a dynamic and interesting
field. PGMs and FSMs provide a framework into which many of the myriad
existing techniques to handle noisy text fit, and they serve as a good starting
point for future work.
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Reg Train Val Train Val
0.0 0.0109 0.0178 0.0175 0.0360
0.001 0.0141 0.0252 0.0176 0.0295
0.00178 0.0141 0.0247 0.0176 0.0273
0.00316 0.0141 0.0240 0.0175 0.0273
0.00562 0.0137 0.0235 0.0171 0.0303
0.01 0.0132 0.0231 0.0148 0.0278
0.0178 0.0133 0.0230 0.0111 0.0258
0.0316 0.0128 0.0227 0.0102 0.0266
0.0562 0.0120 0.0228 0.0108 0.0269
0.1 0.0103 0.0163 0.0108 0.0282
0.178 0.0110 0.0162 0.0113 0.0304
0.316 0.0110 0.0180 0.0149 0.0316
0.562 0.0140 0.0201 0.0217 0.0346
1.0 0.0198 0.0274 0.0316 0.0451
1.78 0.0324 0.0358 0.0452 0.0585
3.16 0.0442 0.0540 0.0814 0.0898
5.62 0.0799 0.0830 0.1209 0.1160
Table A.1: Error rates on the training and validation sets to find the regular-
isation rate for FSA1 and FSA2 for the tokenisation task.
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Figure A.1: Plots of the error rates on the training and validation sets to find
the regularisation rate for FSA1 and FSA2 for the tokenisation task.
A.1.2 CRF
























Figure A.2: Plots of the error rates on the training and validation sets to find
the regularisation rate for CRF1, CRF2 and CRF3 for the tokenisation task.
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CRF1 CRF2 CRF3
Reg Train Val Train Val Train Val
0.001 0.0040 0.0449 0.0038 0.0464 0.0003 0.0215
0.001333 0.0040 0.0188 0.0039 0.0464 0.0003 0.0215
0.00178 0.0040 0.0188 0.0039 0.0453 0.0003 0.0161
0.002371 0.0040 0.0188 0.0038 0.0453 0.0003 0.0230
0.00316 0.0040 0.0188 0.0038 0.0453 0.0004 0.0226
0.004217 0.0041 0.0188 0.0039 0.0453 0.0004 0.0223
0.00562 0.0041 0.0449 0.0039 0.0453 0.0005 0.0223
0.007499 0.0041 0.0449 0.0039 0.0453 0.0005 0.0219
0.01 0.0045 0.0530 0.0040 0.0449 0.0006 0.0203
0.0178 0.0047 0.0530 0.0044 0.0449 0.0008 0.0200
0.0316 0.0049 0.0530 0.0045 0.0449 0.0009 0.0196
0.0562 0.0061 0.0530 0.0056 0.0449 0.0012 0.0188
0.1 0.0065 0.0537 0.0057 0.0545 0.0014 0.0192
0.178 0.0075 0.0541 0.0062 0.0545 0.0016 0.0192
0.316 0.0084 0.0541 0.0065 0.0491 0.0020 0.0192
0.562 0.0102 0.0549 0.0074 0.0491 0.0023 0.0192
1.0 0.0127 0.0572 0.0082 0.0491 0.0034 0.0445
1.78 0.0176 0.0603 0.0105 0.0499 0.0049 0.0445
3.16 0.0249 0.0691 0.0136 0.0553 0.0064 0.0518
5.62 0.0398 0.0806 0.0219 0.0630 0.0086 0.0530
Table A.2: Error rates on the training and validation sets to find the regu-
larisation rate for CRF1, CRF2, and CRF3 for the tokenisation task. When
different regularisations scores the same, a regularisation value in the middle
is chosen.
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A.2 Generator
A.2.1 WFST
Set Reg FST1 FST2 FST3 FST4 FST5 FST6
Train 0.01 0.6064 0.6064 0.6414 0.7022 0.7021 0.7741
Val 0.01 0.6248 0.6248 0.6145 0.6310 0.6407 0.6518
Train 0.03 0.6064 0.6064 0.6402 0.7013 0.7001 0.7715
Val 0.03 0.6248 0.6248 0.6157 0.6271 0.6488 0.6462
Train 0.1 0.6064 0.6064 0.6383 0.6937 0.7001 0.7668
Val 0.1 0.6248 0.6242 0.6147 0.6207 0.6448 0.6509
Train 0.3 0.6064 0.5979 0.6340 0.6743 0.6836 0.7282
Val 0.3 0.6248 0.6153 0.6100 0.5948 0.6269 0.6232
Train 1.0 0.6064 0.5743 0.6105 0.6523 0.6512 0.6583
Val 1.0 0.6242 0.6007 0.5875 0.5908 0.5904 0.6005
Train 3.0 0.6034 0.4992 0.5975 0.6563 0.6316 0.5758
Val 3.0 0.6228 0.5277 0.5893 0.5942 0.5779 0.5396
Train 10.0 0.5792 0.3535 0.5243 0.6437 0.5717 0.3924
Val 10.0 0.5969 0.3608 0.5161 0.6056 0.5294 0.3713
Train 30.0 0.5508 0.2232 0.4050 0.3906 0.2906 0.2788
Val 30.0 0.5668 0.2246 0.3921 0.3710 0.2857 0.2803
Train 100.0 0.4731 0.1761 0.2420 0.2481 0.2027 0.1959
Val 100.0 0.4804 0.1793 0.2424 0.2458 0.2038 0.1958
Table A.3: F1-scores of the different WFSTs on the training and validation
sets for Missp1. When different regularisations get the same score, the higher
middle value is chosen.
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Figure A.3: Plots of the F1-scores of the different WFSTs on the training and
validation sets for Missp1.


















Figure A.4: Plots of the F1-scores of the different WFSTs on the training and
validation sets for Missp1.
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Set Reg FST1 FST2 FST3 FST4 FST5 FST6
Train 0.0 0.6264 0.6264 0.6720 0.7199 0.7182 0.7494
Val 0.0 0.6278 0.6278 0.6664 0.7047 0.6941 0.6901
Train 0.01 0.6264 0.6264 0.6721 0.7222 0.7188 0.7508
Val 0.01 0.6278 0.6278 0.6660 0.7049 0.6933 0.6913
Train 0.03 0.6264 0.6264 0.6729 0.7217 0.7183 0.7525
Val 0.03 0.6278 0.6278 0.6649 0.7009 0.6959 0.6935
Train 0.1 0.6264 0.6264 0.6724 0.7169 0.7183 0.7613
Val 0.1 0.6278 0.6278 0.6648 0.6939 0.6984 0.7014
Train 0.3 0.6264 0.6629 0.6726 0.7256 0.7209 0.7613
Val 0.3 0.6278 0.6630 0.6645 0.7063 0.6993 0.7046
Train 1.0 0.6264 0.6714 0.6739 0.7375 0.7308 0.7478
Val 1.0 0.6278 0.6694 0.6649 0.7206 0.7072 0.7019
Train 3.0 0.6264 0.6749 0.6775 0.7566 0.7635 0.7267
Val 3.0 0.6278 0.6812 0.6688 0.7457 0.7414 0.6991
Train 10.0 0.6517 0.6663 0.6884 0.8007 0.7590 0.7062
Val 10.0 0.6456 0.6659 0.6798 0.7936 0.7448 0.6921
Train 30.0 0.6634 0.6665 0.6958 0.7511 0.7071 0.6861
Val 30.0 0.6626 0.6667 0.6912 0.7495 0.6965 0.6819
Train 100.0 0.6743 0.6667 0.6720 0.7243 0.6846 0.6799
Val 100.0 0.6795 0.6667 0.6704 0.7288 0.6817 0.6706
Table A.4: F1-scores of the different WFSTs on the training and validation
sets for Missp2. When different regularisations get the same score, the higher
middle value is chosen.


















Figure A.5: Plots of the F1-scores of the different WFSTs on the training and
validation sets for Missp2.
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Figure A.6: Plots of the F1-scores of the different WFSTs on the training and
validation sets for Missp2.
Set Reg FST1 FST2 FST3 FST4 FST5 FST6
Train 0.01 0.3159 0.3163 0.3834 0.4224 0.4281 0.4477
Val 0.01 0.3202 0.3202 0.4066 0.4182 0.4287 0.4353
Train 0.03 0.3159 0.3162 0.3834 0.4223 0.4280 0.4473
Val 0.03 0.3202 0.3202 0.4066 0.4192 0.4283 0.4363
Train 0.1 0.3159 0.3160 0.3835 0.4237 0.4278 0.4461
Val 0.1 0.3202 0.3202 0.4066 0.4183 0.4303 0.4416
Train 0.3 0.3159 0.3156 0.3837 0.4239 0.4281 0.4439
Val 0.3 0.3202 0.3202 0.4060 0.4189 0.4311 0.4406
Train 1.0 0.3159 0.3102 0.3837 0.4244 0.4266 0.4388
Val 1.0 0.3202 0.3158 0.4038 0.4199 0.4257 0.4418
Train 3.0 0.3157 0.2958 0.3810 0.4280 0.4274 0.4284
Val 3.0 0.3202 0.3008 0.3978 0.4257 0.4258 0.4339
Train 10.0 0.3157 0.2885 0.3698 0.4337 0.4276 0.4067
Val 10.0 0.3198 0.2948 0.3905 0.4208 0.4323 0.4216
Train 30.0 0.3095 0.2265 0.3410 0.4409 0.4043 0.3490
Val 30.0 0.3145 0.2326 0.3645 0.4301 0.4096 0.3663
Train 100.0 0.2943 0.1675 0.2773 0.3298 0.2654 0.2320
Val 100.0 0.2992 0.1696 0.2882 0.3359 0.2642 0.2363
Table A.5: F1-scores of the different WFSTs on the training and validation
sets for Missp3. When different regularisations get the same score, the higher
middle value is chosen.
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Figure A.7: Plots of the F1-scores of the different WFSTs on the training and
validation sets for Missp3.
















Figure A.8: Plots of the F1-scores of the different WFSTs on the training and
validation sets for Missp3.
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WFST1 WFST2 WFST3 WFST4 WFST5
qm qi qd qs qs qi qd
A 0.226 0.224 0.378 0.115 0.668 0.570 0.039 0.129 0.848 0.819
B 0.226 0.224 0.034 0.024 0.030 0.039 0.026 0.021 0.033 0.054
C 0.226 0.224 0.051 0.029 0.047 0.036 0.028 0.025 0.086 0.038
D 0.226 0.224 0.199 0.087 0.023 0.293 0.031 0.098 0.013 0.439
E 0.226 0.224 0.576 0.185 0.765 0.723 0.047 0.226 0.914 0.889
F 0.226 0.224 0.084 0.025 0.055 0.035 0.030 0.024 0.113 0.062
G 0.226 0.224 0.191 0.081 0.064 0.164 0.030 0.084 0.156 0.292
H 0.226 0.224 0.210 0.069 0.141 0.329 0.033 0.059 0.368 0.541
I 0.226 0.224 0.246 0.078 0.570 0.462 0.029 0.054 0.838 0.749
J 0.226 0.224 0.095 0.027 0.030 0.026 0.026 0.027 0.032 0.027
K 0.226 0.224 0.172 0.113 0.038 0.113 0.031 0.130 0.042 0.179
L 0.226 0.224 0.103 0.059 0.021 0.171 0.026 0.057 0.013 0.248
M 0.226 0.224 0.097 0.046 0.025 0.111 0.030 0.048 0.020 0.177
N 0.226 0.224 0.081 0.037 0.040 0.161 0.036 0.037 0.057 0.190
O 0.226 0.224 0.423 0.126 0.528 0.686 0.035 0.119 0.809 0.877
P 0.226 0.224 0.099 0.052 0.031 0.123 0.027 0.050 0.028 0.227
Q 0.226 0.224 0.087 0.019 0.036 0.025 0.065 0.056 0.033 0.023
R 0.226 0.224 0.121 0.045 0.031 0.258 0.028 0.034 0.041 0.383
S 0.226 0.224 0.165 0.110 0.028 0.270 0.031 0.120 0.026 0.356
T 0.226 0.224 0.144 0.072 0.028 0.292 0.031 0.077 0.029 0.411
U 0.226 0.224 0.303 0.152 0.322 0.293 0.040 0.114 0.537 0.521
V 0.226 0.224 0.071 0.019 0.035 0.040 0.029 0.014 0.058 0.060
W 0.226 0.224 0.173 0.058 0.045 0.205 0.030 0.048 0.081 0.324
X 0.226 0.224 0.316 0.061 0.033 0.094 0.044 0.127 0.030 0.185
Y 0.226 0.224 0.373 0.210 0.172 0.303 0.033 0.224 0.425 0.466
Z 0.226 0.224 0.268 0.085 0.060 0.072 0.077 0.164 0.109 0.125
1 0.226 0.224 0.359 0.042 0.027 0.025 0.025 0.074 0.027 0.026
2 0.226 0.224 0.001 0.023 0.027 0.026 0.025 0.019 0.027 0.027
3 0.226 0.224 0.002 0.037 0.036 0.025 0.025 0.027 0.035 0.025
4 0.226 0.224 0.001 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.022 0.025 0.025
5 0.226 0.224 0.002 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.023 0.025 0.025
6 0.226 0.224 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
7 0.226 0.224 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
8 0.226 0.224 0.001 0.031 0.032 0.025 0.025 0.029 0.028 0.025
9 0.226 0.224 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
0 0.226 0.224 0.101 0.061 0.037 0.034 0.025 0.051 0.028 0.054
’ 0.226 0.224 0.270 0.073 0.059 0.030 0.026 0.068 0.053 0.037
* 0.226 0.224 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
Table A.6: Parameter values learned by the WFST models for deletions of
different symbols on Missp3. For WFST4 and WFST5, the weights of the
arcs going from states qm, qm, qm, and qm are shown. So, for example, the
value in the table for symbol “E” and WFST4 qi is 0.765. This is the weight of
a deletion of “E” if the previous edit operation was an insertion. The symbol
“*” here represents the <OTHER> character.
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WFST1 WFST2 WFST3 WFST4 WFST5
qm qi qd qs qs qi qd
A 0.026 0.026 0.092 0.105 0.079 0.144 0.035 0.106 0.075 0.185
B 0.026 0.026 0.007 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.002
C 0.026 0.026 0.016 0.007 0.024 0.012 0.009 0.008 0.028 0.007
D 0.026 0.026 0.013 0.005 0.023 0.010 0.009 0.004 0.024 0.007
E 0.026 0.026 0.241 0.277 0.106 0.246 0.215 0.287 0.103 0.275
F 0.026 0.026 0.002 0.002 0.005 0.004 0.008 0.004 0.001
G 0.026 0.026 0.081 0.138 0.011 0.006 0.009 0.128 0.016 0.004
H 0.026 0.026 0.028 0.019 0.009 0.010 0.168 0.020 0.024 0.009
I 0.026 0.026 0.087 0.119 0.076 0.061 0.078 0.140 0.076 0.033
J 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.007 0.001
K 0.026 0.026 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.047 0.004 0.002 0.002
L 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.017 0.048 0.009 0.011 0.011 0.053 0.004
M 0.026 0.026 0.005 0.002 0.013 0.005 0.008 0.001 0.012 0.002
N 0.026 0.026 0.040 0.006 0.114 0.006 0.009 0.002 0.115 0.002
O 0.026 0.026 0.111 0.128 0.071 0.150 0.120 0.142 0.073 0.109
P 0.026 0.026 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.006 0.008 0.003 0.007 0.003
Q 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.007 0.001
R 0.026 0.026 0.056 0.011 0.146 0.020 0.009 0.007 0.151 0.016
S 0.026 0.026 0.029 0.008 0.047 0.056 0.039 0.004 0.047 0.075
T 0.026 0.026 0.057 0.019 0.089 0.057 0.025 0.023 0.090 0.101
U 0.026 0.026 0.037 0.038 0.041 0.038 0.022 0.038 0.037 0.041
V 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.002 0.001
W 0.026 0.026 0.009 0.005 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.004 0.007 0.012
X 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.003 0.003 0.007 0.001 0.001
Y 0.026 0.026 0.025 0.020 0.022 0.068 0.011 0.020 0.021 0.079
Z 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.007 0.001 0.001
1 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
2 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
3 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
4 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
5 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
6 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
7 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
8 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
9 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
0 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
’ 0.026 0.026 0.015 0.027 0.003 0.005 0.011 0.024 0.002 0.002
* 0.026 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.001
Table A.7: Parameter values learned by the WFST models for insertions of
different symbols on Missp3. For WFST4 and WFST5, the weights of the
arcs coming from states qm, qm, qm, and qm are shown. So, for example, the
value in the table for symbol “E” and WFST4 qi is 0.106. This is the weight of
an insertion of “E” if the previous edit operation was an insertion. The symbol
“*” here represents the <OTHER> character. Empty cells represent values of
less than 0.001.
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WFST1 WFST2 WFST3 WFST4 WFST5
qm qi qd qs qs qi qd
A 0.773 0.772 0.620 0.764 0.020 0.059 0.212 0.824 0.004 0.017
B 0.773 0.772 0.942 0.706 0.144 0.101 0.037 0.857 0.292 0.276
C 0.773 0.772 0.913 0.746 0.279 0.229 0.030 0.856 0.498 0.517
D 0.773 0.772 0.773 0.665 0.466 0.201 0.039 0.796 0.621 0.318
E 0.773 0.772 0.423 0.706 0.010 0.016 0.112 0.730 0.002 0.005
F 0.773 0.772 0.861 0.644 0.096 0.144 0.040 0.827 0.137 0.320
G 0.773 0.772 0.789 0.667 0.237 0.151 0.030 0.797 0.361 0.287
H 0.773 0.772 0.788 0.758 0.074 0.116 0.135 0.873 0.165 0.161
I 0.773 0.772 0.739 0.806 0.056 0.095 0.162 0.894 0.011 0.043
J 0.773 0.772 0.805 0.258 0.040 0.040 0.027 0.479 0.051 0.076
K 0.773 0.772 0.706 0.488 0.255 0.186 0.097 0.618 0.489 0.379
L 0.773 0.772 0.895 0.771 0.453 0.315 0.091 0.874 0.704 0.507
M 0.773 0.772 0.894 0.710 0.383 0.256 0.042 0.843 0.602 0.460
N 0.773 0.772 0.914 0.845 0.614 0.469 0.045 0.915 0.782 0.667
O 0.773 0.772 0.576 0.750 0.031 0.032 0.104 0.829 0.007 0.007
P 0.773 0.772 0.894 0.706 0.226 0.153 0.045 0.844 0.473 0.319
Q 0.773 0.772 0.227 0.091 0.037 0.041 0.024 0.127 0.062 0.084
R 0.773 0.772 0.877 0.796 0.523 0.288 0.083 0.901 0.737 0.412
S 0.773 0.772 0.830 0.752 0.570 0.364 0.068 0.819 0.780 0.488
T 0.773 0.772 0.854 0.799 0.578 0.328 0.076 0.871 0.757 0.423
U 0.773 0.772 0.649 0.606 0.209 0.095 0.091 0.723 0.226 0.126
V 0.773 0.772 0.905 0.529 0.211 0.162 0.028 0.745 0.392 0.395
W 0.773 0.772 0.814 0.663 0.176 0.078 0.040 0.827 0.354 0.135
X 0.773 0.772 0.477 0.133 0.121 0.063 0.025 0.222 0.249 0.135
Y 0.773 0.772 0.624 0.544 0.086 0.209 0.037 0.656 0.107 0.289
Z 0.773 0.772 0.125 0.092 0.045 0.028 0.024 0.123 0.069 0.025
1 0.773 0.772 0.001 0.025 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.024 0.022 0.025
2 0.773 0.772 0.022 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.018 0.024 0.025
3 0.773 0.772 0.024 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.021 0.023 0.025
4 0.773 0.772 0.001 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.022 0.024 0.025
5 0.773 0.772 0.002 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.023 0.025 0.025
6 0.773 0.772 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
7 0.773 0.772 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
8 0.773 0.772 0.025 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.024 0.021 0.025
9 0.773 0.772 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
0 0.773 0.772 0.023 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.018 0.024 0.024
’ 0.773 0.772 0.315 0.094 0.055 0.026 0.025 0.176 0.095 0.026
* 0.773 0.772 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
Table A.8: Parameter values learned by the WFST models for character
matches of different symbols onMissp3. For WFST4 and WFST5, the weights
of the arcs going from states qm, qm, qm, and qm are shown. So, for example,
the value in the table for symbol “E” and WFST4 qi is 0.010. This is the weight
of a matching “E”s if the previous edit operation was an insertion. The symbol
“*” here represents the <OTHER> character. Empty cells represent values of
less than 0.001.
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A.2.2 HACRF
Set Reg HACRF1 HACRF2 HACRF3 HACRF4
Train 0.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 0.0 0.7699 0.7181 0.7432 0.6955
Train 0.01 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 0.01 0.7839 0.7989 0.8087 0.7688
Train 0.03 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 0.03 0.7789 0.7911 0.8374 0.7804
Train 0.1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 0.1 0.8067 0.7853 0.7869 0.7764
Train 0.3 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 0.3 0.8017 0.8048 0.8005 0.7552
Train 1.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 1.0 0.8033 0.7819 0.7908 0.7461
Train 3.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 3.0 0.7637 0.7713 0.7729 0.7461
Train 10.0 0.9859 0.9930 0.9930 1.0000
Val 10.0 0.8151 0.7725 0.7642 0.7319
Train 30.0 0.8682 0.9265 0.9412 0.9640
Val 30.0 0.7158 0.6991 0.6972 0.6583
Train 100.0 0.3820 0.5400 0.5743 0.6286
Val 100.0 0.1629 0.3447 0.3333 0.3313
Table A.9: F1-scores on the training and validation sets for different regulari-
sation values for the different HACRFs on Missp1.
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Figure A.9: Plots of the F1-scores on the training and validation sets for
different regularisation values for the different HACRFs on Missp1.
Set Reg HACRF1 HACRF2 HACRF3 HACRF4
Train 0.01 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 0.01 0.7586 0.7605 0.7408 0.7462
Train 0.03 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 0.03 0.7624 0.7625 0.7434 0.7439
Train 0.1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 0.1 0.7659 0.7636 0.7487 0.7466
Train 0.3 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Val 0.3 0.7771 0.7611 0.7518 0.7526
Train 1.0 1.0000 0.9985 1.0000 1.0000
Val 1.0 0.7748 0.7700 0.7557 0.7493
Train 3.0 0.9910 0.9709 0.9903 0.9985
Val 3.0 0.7781 0.7798 0.7713 0.7554
Train 10.0 0.9456 0.9190 0.9402 0.9768
Val 10.0 0.7854 0.7789 0.7855 0.7742
Train 30.0 0.9017 0.8825 0.8970 0.9289
Val 30.0 0.7770 0.7844 0.7925 0.7848
Train 100.0 0.8234 0.8448 0.8580 0.8808
Val 100.0 0.7342 0.7674 0.7838 0.7738
Table A.10: F1-scores on the training and validation sets for different regular-
isation values for the different HACRFs on Missp2.
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Figure A.10: Plots of the F1-scores on the training and validation sets for
different regularisation values for the different HACRFs on Missp2.
Set Reg HACRF1 HACRF2 HACRF3 HACRF4
Train 0.01 1.0000 0.9921 1.0000 1.0000
val 0.01 0.4034 0.3969 0.3659 0.3426
Train 0.03 1.0000 0.9921 1.0000 1.0000
val 0.03 0.3922 0.3612 0.3705 0.3352
Train 0.1 1.0000 0.9921 1.0000 1.0000
val 0.1 0.4085 0.3605 0.3834 0.3106
Train 0.3 1.0000 0.9921 1.0000 1.0000
val 0.3 0.4180 0.3694 0.3764 0.3212
Train 1.0 1.0000 0.9921 1.0000 1.0000
val 1.0 0.4000 0.4181 0.4056 0.3089
Train 3.0 0.9760 0.9677 1.0000 1.0000
val 3.0 0.3836 0.4071 0.4390 0.3267
Train 10.0 0.8257 0.8257 0.8468 0.9508
val 10.0 0.3614 0.3901 0.4164 0.3113
Train 30.0 0.4578 0.4198 0.5287 0.6526
val 30.0 0.2259 0.1823 0.2290 0.2080
Train 100.0 0.1972 0.1972 0.1972 0.1972
val 100.0 0.0909 0.0909 0.0858 0.0701
Table A.11: F1-scores on the training and validation sets for different regular-
isation values for the different HACRFs on Missp3.
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Figure A.11: Plots of the F1-scores on the training and validation sets for
different regularisation values for the different HACRFs on Missp3.
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Two-tailed P value 0.6069
Table A.12: The McNemar significant test results for the sentiment classi-
fication task. The significance of the difference in performance between the
classifier that is trained and tested on the original data and the classifier that
is trained and tested on the cleaned data is calculated. None of the classifiers
differ significantly if a significance threshold of 0.05 is used. McNemar’s test
with the continuity correction is used [69].
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